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INTRODUCTION
In 2011 I wrote my first book providing tips for charities and NFPs on how
to buy fundraising databases and CRM systems. Since then a lot has
changed: some of the traditional fundraising database suppliers have been
bought by their competitors, some of the newer CRM systems have
started to truly make inroads into the NFP market and companies who
never used to sell to the sector are now beginning to see charities as a
good market. And of course social media and mobile technology continue
to become even more important and the cloud continues to gain in its
sophistication and popularity.
But at the same time, because of these changes, the fundamentals of
system procurement are still as important as they were, if not more so.
So I thought it was time to review what I had written before and create a
more in-depth set of new tips for charities who are considering CRM
procurement. They still cover the basics but this book also delves into
more detail on supplier management, the whole tender process and a
chapter dedicated to the 'generic' CRM systems. And in more depth than
my first book did.
The first book's points still hold true of course and I haven't repeated
them in this book. So if you do want to start at a more fundamental level
then that book may also be useful for you to read.
As before, this book is written for people whose day job is not the
procurement of new databases - and you do not have to be technical to
understand it. It is for fundraising managers, fundraisers, database staff,
general charity IT staff, those working in supporter services and indeed
for anyone who has been given the sometimes daunting task of buying a
new fundraising database or CRM system. I hope it helps.
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GLOSSARY AND TERMS
Don't Skip This - it Will Help You!
I use a number of terms and phrases throughout this book which I want
to clarify up-front. You might already know some of these terms but it
might be that I am using them for specific reasons in this book - so please
do read this…
•

'Traditional Fundraising Databases' (a.k.a. 'Fundraising Packages' or
'Proprietary Solution'): These are the database systems which have
been created over the years specifically for the charity and NFP sector
(hence they are also sometimes known as 'vertical sector' solutions).
Well known examples are supplied by companies such as: Advanced
Computer Software, AdvantageNFP, Blackbaud, Care Data Systems,
Harlequin Software, KISSoftware Solutions, The Access Group and
many more.

•

'Generic' CRM Systems (which I sometimes abbreviate to just 'CRM
Systems'): These are software solutions which were originally designed
as sales automation and contact management software but because of
their flexibility they have been enhanced so they can be used across
various industries, including charities and the NFP sector. Well known
examples are Microsoft CRM Dynamics, Salesforce, SugarCRM,
Workbooks.com, but there are many more too. I also tend to classify
the software product CiviCRM in this category even though that has
been designed specifically for the NFP sector, but its approach is more
akin to these other systems listed here as opposed to the 'traditional'
fundraising databases listed above.

•

CRM (Customer Relationship Management): CRM itself is not about
software – CRM is a policy and a practise and a whole culture – not
(just) a database. But it has become synonymous in recent years with
being a database system. And it also seems that half the software
suppliers who used to sell a "fundraising database" have overnight
changed to selling "CRM systems" even if their software has barely
changed… So be wary of the term - it is a popular buzzword to use. An
awful lot of the time, "CRM system" can perfectly well be swapped with
"fundraising database". Too many people are quick to say how the
traditional fundraising databases can't "do" CRM - that may be true for
some software but it is not as simple as that and just saying it is.

•

ITT/RFP: Invitation to Tender/Request for Proposal - the document you
send suppliers detailing what you want and how you are managing the
procurement process.

•

SAAS - Software-as-a-Service: Where a supplier provides a cloudbased database which you can access from a web browser without the
need for your own server in your office or any additional software (e.g.
just like Gmail, Amazon). It is usually licensed on a subscription basis.
(There are also variants of public cloud and private cloud and more but
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this book will not go into such detail – there are plenty of online
resources dedicated to this if you want to understand more).
•

Hosting: is similar to SAAS but one-step removed, where your
database will be "hosted" on a remote server in a secure data centre
somewhere and you access it remotely from your office/home. (I.e.
you still won't need a server in your own office to make this work).
This is usually, but not solely done for software which has not been
written specifically to run directly through a browser and thus it still
needs to be installed on a specific server somewhere. This might be
offered directly by the supplier of the database software and/or you
can host any such system on a third-party’s infrastructure.

•

Platform: Within the context of CRM systems, a software system is said
to be a "platform solution" usually when it can be extended for use
beyond its standard functionality and if it can be used for more than
just fundraising, plus it will probably offer third-party applications etc.
This isn’t a strictly true definition of "Platform" but it is probably the
most apposite for this book. You will see I also extend the meaning so
that I even consider the approach of using 'traditional fundraising
databases' as a specific type of platform, something which many
suppliers and consultants would probably shoot me for doing, but I
want to show that there is more to a "platform" than just the fact that
a database is in the Cloud. I hope this helps!

•

Subject Matter Experts (SMEs): your staff who are the experts in each
area of your operations; e.g. direct marketing, major giving, trust
fundraising, supporter care and so on. It might be one person per
team, or it could be multiple people.

•

Reseller/Business Partner: Most (although not all) of the CRM systems
are sold through a network of third-party companies or individuals who
will help you implement the solution – these are referred to as
Resellers or Business Partners.

•

API (Application Programming Interface): An API is a set of commands,
functions and protocols which programmers can use when building
software and which allows them to use predefined functions to interact
with other systems instead of writing such commands etc from scratch.
For the purposes of most CRM systems and this book, they are mostly
used for integrating two systems and transferring data between them.

•

Business Process Modelling Notation: a way to show your internal
business procedures in a graphical notation (similar to a flow diagram).

•

Blueprints (aka Functional Specification, Discovery Documents, Fit-Gap
documents): The first stage of many implementations will be a series
of workshops where your chosen supplier will analyse in more detail
what
they
are
going
to
do
for
you
in
terms
of
configuring/customising/changing their software. The outcome of these
will be a document(s) with the agreed requirements and proposed
work needed.
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For more examples of the systems detailed above, refer to my website:
http://www.itforcharities.co.uk/database-software/.
Finally - for anyone who is more techie and who is reading all this: I
realise that I have simplified some of the above terms and phrases but I
have done so for the context of this book and for its expected audience.
So my apologies if you are shaking your head at any of my terms. If you
really think I am wrong about any of them or missing any key points then
please do contact me using any of the contact details you can find at the
end of this book.
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STRATEGY
Analysis : Business Case : Cloud : Catalysts : Small NFPs

1.

Business Analysis is the Heart of Your Procurement

Up-front business analysis is still the most important thing you need to
do. It doesn't matter if you are the largest charity or a small NFP. It is the
heart of selecting a new database.
Because without knowing – and confirming - what you are currently doing,
what your current issues are, what you are doing well, what systems you
have, what data you have, and then what your staff want to do (or at
least, what they know they want to do), your organisation's goals,
strategy, fundraising future plans and requirements and more about your
users and their needs, wishes, desires, goals and problems… you are
never going to be able to select the best and most appropriate system for
your organisation.
Ideally, create business process diagrams showing your 'as is' business
processes; e.g. how income enters your office and then is entered on your
current database, how you add data from JustGiving, event registration
processes etc. There will of course be many, many such processes. They
will help immensely when you are designing your new system with your
chosen supplier and will help you understand what you need. They can be
as simple as a straight forward flow diagram or you can create them using
Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) if you want to go more indepth.
You need to do your business analysis first, however you do it - before
you look at new databases. Discuss it, document it, review it, challenge it
and work out what you are looking for. Then you can search for, review,
analyse and weigh-up possible new database systems.

2.

Identify Key Project Drivers/Business Requirements

It is highly likely that as part of your business analysis, you will identify a
number of key issues and requirements which will really drive your
procurement forward and underpin the whole project. This is important.
Because if a particular new system or database cannot deliver those key
needs then you probably shouldn’t be buying it. This piece of work will
also help the content of and the critical need for your Business Case and
even your ITT/RFP document.
Conversely, it is also worth emphasising that just because a system can
provide those key factors for you, that doesn't automatically make it the
right one. There are many ways of skinning a cat for some business
requirements and part of your procurement process will be to identify how
different systems can address your key requirements, what the pros and
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cons are of each approach, and then what else those systems can also
bring.
It is too easy to get carried away during a procurement process when you
see a "shiny new thing" and imagine all the amazing things you could do
with it in the future and subsequently take your eye off the ball and forget
why you really need the new system in the first place. I'm not saying you
shouldn’t be wow-ed by the shiny objects - just remember your
underlying goals.

3.

Don't Just Look at CRM Systems - Don't Just Look at
Fundraising Packages

One could be forgiven these days for thinking that the only option for a
new fundraising database is to buy one of the (now not so new) Generic
CRM systems which proliferate the market. This is partly because some
CRM systems are indeed good software solutions, no doubt about that.
But it's also because of good marketing from those CRM suppliers, a bit of
hype and of course the indubitable excitement which a whole new range
of options has brought the sector. And because people have got frustrated
with some of the limitations of some of the traditional fundraising
systems. But there are still plenty of good fundraising systems which you
should also be aware of and could consider.
My starting point for any new fundraising database procurement is that
both of these options are viable until we decide otherwise. Both types of
system have benefits and both have their issues and drawbacks to
consider. Plus, some offerings are even starting to blur the simple
distinction between the system approaches, so that's even more of a
reason to make sure you consider all angles.
Understanding those differences and similarities is what I address
throughout this book (as well as those issues which are independent of
whatever solution or platform you buy) and I urge you to keep an open
mind when you are commencing your procurement process. If you don't
do so then you won't necessarily know what your other options could be,
whereas if you do, then when you finally decide what system is right for
you then you may well have also learned many useful things from the
other options which you can take into your implementation.

4.

Should Organisations Choose a CRM Platform Before a Supplier?

Continuing the above theme: with the emergence of the generic CRM
systems and the reduction in the number of viable proprietary fundraising
databases, an interesting question arises: should charities now be
choosing a CRM platform before even looking at which specific
supplier/partner they want?
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It is a process which some companies in the commercial sector have
already been practising for years. For some companies, they will decide
first on whether Salesforce or Microsoft Dynamics or SugarCRM etc are
the best fit for them, and only then will they search for a specific partner
who can help them implement a new CRM system on that chosen
platform.
For charities, however, at least until recently, because the options have
primarily been about comparing different proprietary fundraising database
suppliers (e.g. Blackbaud, thankQ, ACS etc), this has not been an
approach they have taken. That said, there will of course have been some
technological decisions: the system must be SQL Server, or it must be
Oracle; it must be dot net or it must run on Linux etc. Or even, it should
be open-source. And so on. So it's not a completely alien idea.
But with the new CRM systems the platform choice can be far more
technologically-strategic or "business-oriented"; i.e. if we do decide that
platform X is the right solution for us - and if that platform is one of the
generic CRM systems - then we now have the choice of talking to
numerous business partners about how they would implement that,
looking at whether we want a templated version or start out-of-the-box,
develop in-house or with a partner, and so on.
However, I believe that if as a charity you do want to be considering a
platform first, then you also need to consider the "proprietary solution" as
one of those platforms - and (probably) not just one such system but the
concept as a whole. As I have discussed many times in my blogs, there is
no simple right and wrong as to whether you should select a traditional
fundraising database or a CRM solution. If you do select a proprietary
solution then you will (almost certainly) implement it with that system's
software author and that has its pros and cons. If you go with a CRM
solution, then using a business partner of that software author (or even
doing it in-house) also has its benefits and downsides.
At the moment, I personally think choosing a platform first is a difficult
approach to take for all but a few, probably larger charities who already
have a detailed, well thought through technology plan and IT strategy.
Especially at an early stage in a procurement project when you are still
trying to understand the differences, the benefits of all solutions, the
impact on your organisation, what is right for your organisation and so on.
One other possible reason for choosing a platform first would be if your
organisation had already committed to and started developing other
databases on an existing platform, in which case you might well have to
have a good reason not to pursue that route. Which you could have, of
course - I may not be quite as black-and-white as just taking the
organisation's default position and simply accepting it; for example, what
if that platform simply does not have a viable approach to fundraising?
In general, I think there would have to be clear reasons for you to, say,
only look at the traditional fundraising databases, or decide not to look at
those at all. You might dismiss one option/one supplier etc as you
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progress your procurement process, but I believe you need to understand
what all options can offer before going solely down one route. So at the
moment that will usually mean keeping them all in the hat until you are
ready to shorten your choices to the final few.

5.

The Top Three Reasons Why You Should Still Consider
Traditional Fundraising Software

As detailed above, the good ol' traditional fundraising database package is
of course still going strong (e.g. Raiser's Edge, thankQ, CareNG,
Advantage Fundraiser etc), and it is still selling well (out-selling CRM for
mid-level charities?) and there are clear benefits for at least considering it
if you are looking at a new fundraising database solution.
These are my top three reasons why you should still consider the
fundraising database package:
•

The built-in fundraising functionality: this has to be number one. Some
of these guys have been selling fundraising databases before
Salesforce was a twinkle in Marc Benioff's eye. As such, they have rich
and comprehensive built-in functionality for fundraising. It's why they
were created in the first place. And even the more thorough
templates/apps which are now available for Dynamics and Salesforce
are hard-pressed to match all the fundraising functionality which the
better fundraising packages can offer - and some templates don't even
claim to be more than a starting point. Some of them are getting
closer of course...

•

The suppliers themselves: This is almost as critical as the functionality
- in fact, sometimes I would put it above the functionality for a reason
as to why you should consider fundraising packages. Because the
suppliers have years and years of knowledge of working with charities;
they have staff who will have hundreds, even thousands of hours of
experience which they have gleaned from the NFPs they have worked
with; they have the heritage of working with the sector; and many
have hundreds, even thousands of existing charity customers who
already use the software, have provided feedback (good and bad) and
who, believe it or not, may actually even like the software!

•

Reduced risk of the implementation itself: Some of the more critical
aspects of a fundraising database implementation are aspects such as
direct debits, marketing selection processes, finance/donation
structure, gift aid and so on, and these are the areas which the
packages already have ticked and, as importantly, have implemented
many times in many different environments. Even the better CRM
systems still have limited exposure to such areas and are still learning.
So the packages do reduce such risk. Equally, the wider functionality
already available means you have a structure to the system and the
implementation, you will be able to run your processes in proven ways
and you won't accidentally forget to consider some important
functionality during your design stage. Plus, the suppliers have done it
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all before many times and it's quite feasible that some of your staff
might even know the new system from other places they have worked.
All that said, and to keep things in perspective, I do realise that some of
these benefits I detail here could equally be seen as downsides by CRM
suppliers and some CRM suppliers could quite rightly point to their
successes; so do remember I am just saying here why the traditional
packages should at least still be considered...

6.

Concentrate on The Real Benefits You Could Get in Your
Business Case

In my previous book on procuring fundraising/CRM databases, I listed the
different topics I believe should be in a Business Case for a new system.
And although all of those areas I listed are important, the underlying
question which project boards/steering committees and those who are
going to sign the budget always want to ask is: Why? Why do you really
need a new system? Just what are the benefits we are going to get?
What's wrong with our current system? And why should I spend tens or
hundreds of thousands of pounds on it?
What is most difficult for most charities is that it is almost impossible to
say that by spending £x on a new system, you are actually going to get
an additional income which is more than that £x. I.e. a financial ROI of
that type is one of the hardest things to prove. And even if you can
calculate some viable figures, what if you then don't meet those targets
once the new system is implemented? That might not actually the
database's fault. Maybe the key fundraisers change during that time,
maybe the economy dips, maybe one of many other factors kick-in. And
also, even if you do raise that extra £x, was that definitely because of the
database? Can we really say that?
So you need to look for other benefits, other reasons. For example, if your
charity has a large DM/regular giving programme and your current
database cannot provide what that needs to maintain or enhance it, or is
in risk of collapsing with increasing volumes, then one could look at
possible attrition levels as a reason for needing a new database. If, say,
you are losing or were to lose x% of donors then not only are you losing
their lifetime value but the cost to reacquire new donors would also addup.
What about reputational risk? Are there any issues which the new system
cannot manage which might mean that if a particular risk happened then
that could damage the charity's reputation?
Or: Are there limitations with the current system which mean fundraisers
don't actually know some information, or know of it too late to be useful?
What if they could do? Could better reporting or dashboards actually help
them raise more money? What if we could automate some processes so
that your staff saved significant time, or got prompted about things they
hadn’t known before? What other efficiencies could we gain? What
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information could we better share with other non-fundraising staff? Are
there dangers of approaching the same person for two donations at the
same time with the current system? What would that mean if that
happened? And are there any limitations with the current database which
means that we really cannot maximise our fundraising potential/income
and which we could overcome if we did have a new system? If so,
wonderful, incorporate that into your business case.
What about your current database supplier? Are there any risks with
them? Is the software keeping up with technological growth and changes?
What will happen in x months/years if it doesn’t receive adequate
investment? On a similar vein, do you have any staff who are the only
people who know and understand your current database? If they leave or
became unavailable, what would that mean? Could you easily replace
them – if not…
But remember, don't confuse bad data or poor processes with your
current database. Just buying a new system won't magically improve
those issues. Make sure your business case shows why a new system can
achieve things which your current database cannot.
All this can be difficult. Being too 'generic' with your benefits and simply
writing hyperbole about what you or any other charity could do does not
necessarily make a good business case. You may need to re-write the
business case several times before it is clear to the decision makers why
you need a new system, but if you can do that then you should get better
support from them.

7.

Summarising the Business Case: A Great Measure as to its True
Usefulness

A Business Case in full is a critical document for the right audience, but
there could well be times when you need to present a summarised version
to certain people, or when, say, your project sponsor needs to make such
a presentation when you are not present. In those instances, something
such as a brief slide-deck in PowerPoint can be a useful aid.
And creating that slide-deck can be a useful guide for you to see if your
Business Case is doing what it should be doing - and indeed, if it is
concise enough itself. Because if you can't summarise the key points of
the Business Case in just a few slides, then have you really created a
Business Case document which is useful? Too lengthy a document and it
will lose its impact, not mean anything to the decision makers or be seen
as just too wordy. Or just not read. Or one might even ask, have you
created the right Business Case in the first place?
Even better, how about creating the Business Case as a single
Infographic?! Or maybe two. If you can do that then you really are able to
hone in on what your true needs and issues are.
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8.

Yes, The Cloud Is Great - But It Still Isn't The Be-All-and-EndAll!

The Cloud is possibly one of the most significant things to have happened
to technology in recent years. And as broadband has proliferated, costs
decreased and cloud options got increasingly more sophisticated, so Cloud
CRM Systems (aka SAAS) have started to become more and more
available, viable and more and more popular. And whereas a few years
ago my clients would possibly ask, Why should I use the Cloud, now they
often ask, Why Shouldn't I?
And yes, the Cloud is great. The software is there 'on demand' and
without the need for any software installation or your own server;
upgrades are simple, solutions are often device agnostic (i.e. they can run
on PCs, Macs, tablets etc), the solutions are scalable, security is good and
the better SAAS CRM solutions now offer astonishing CRM functionality.
But all that does not mean you should simply buy one of those systems or
just blindly eliminate all other options. Most CRM solutions in the Cloud
are still provided on one of the generic CRM systems and so they have all
the issues and factors associated with them. Primarily, this means
assessing whether they offer the necessary fundraising functionality you
require and not just accepting that because it is a Cloud solution then you
will go with whatever they have. Review and assess them from that
functional and operational point of view in the same way as you would a
system which you would run on your own server.
It also depends on your organisation's IT infrastructure and approach as
to whether the possible cost benefits of a Cloud solution are definitely a
cost benefit for you. If you already have a well structured on-premise (or
third-party hosted) server environment then you could be just as well off
using that - and for some fundraising/CRM database providers you may
also get added benefits by doing that. And remember all costs of a Cloud
solution, from on-going licensing to online storage. (I address the specifics
of this later in this book).
And you still need to be comfortable with the security aspects of the
Cloud. Personally, I am, but your organisation needs to be too.
The later chapter in this book dedicated to CRM Systems will re-visit all
these points in far more detail.

9.

Understand Hosting vs Cloud vs On-premise

Following on from the above, you should also make sure you understand
the different deployment options you have for your new database.
Typically this will be up to three different approaches, although not all
systems will offer all approaches:
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i. On-premise. This has been the traditional way to manage software:
install it on your own server in your own office. This has the benefit
that you have as much control and flexibility over the specification as
you want, there should be few integration issues in terms of 'software
location' and if your organisation is already setup to manage onpremise installations then the costs do not necessarily increase
dramatically just because you add another server/rack space or two as
the IT overheads for the other servers will already be there. You might
even have virtual servers already. If, however, you don't already host
your own software then the costs can of course be significantly more
because it is not just the hardware you will need to pay for but maybe
also the in-house support and on-going maintenance. And then there is
the new server(s) you will need in x years time…
ii. Hosting. In this context, when I say 'hosting' I mean hosting on a
third-party server(s). i.e. You still have dedicated (or virtualised)
hardware for your database but it is located in another office by a
third-party and managed/supported by them. You will still therefore
have some hardware costs and a level of support costs but all the
headaches of keeping the servers going, mirroring, backups, operating
system software patches and so on will be managed by someone else.
You therefore do of course need remote access for all your users to the
database software you install on such servers but this is becoming
increasingly simple and very often it is as easy as entering a URL in
your browser.
iii. Cloud/SAAS. For SAAS databases, all the software is stored on the
CRM supplier’s systems and you access it through your browser in the
same way as you access Gmail, Amazon etc. This takes away any need
for your own IT staff but you need to check on any integration issues,
up-time SLAs (Service Level Agreements), performance, back-ups,
security and so on, and of course the storage costs. For the major
players in the CRM market these factors should be fine, but you still
need to make sure they fit in with your own organisation's IT strategy.
With some fundraising/CRM systems you might have the option of all
three of these, with others you might only have one or two. But unless the
deployment mechanism is absolutely critical to your organisation (e.g. you
cannot have a Cloud option or you must have Cloud software) then I
would simply incorporate all these technology options as just one aspect
of your procurement decision process and don't make it the be-all-andend-all.

10.

Use the New System to Challenge Everything! And Start Right
Now During the Procurement Process

I fundamentally believe that a new database should be a catalyst for
change. i.e. It doesn't matter what has gone before - now you have the
opportunity to revisit what you do and ask why you do it. At its most basic
this could even incorporate your fundraising strategy itself, but I realise
that is probably a step too far for most organisations.
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What you should definitely challenge are the business processes your
organisation follows. Why? Because when you do ask “Why do we do the
following process as we do now…?” in my experience, it is likely that the
answer will fall into one of three categories:
i) Er, dunno, we’ve just always done it that way…
ii) Because our existing computer system makes us do it this way.
iii) We analysed our requirements and it really is the best way of doing
the process.
Sadly, answer (iii) is rare and the first two are the most likely. So this
means, even during procurement, that we should challenge such issues
and ask what it is we are really trying to achieve. A lot of the time that
will show that a business process is simply something we should review
when we do start implementation, but some of the time you will find it is
even more deep-rooted than that and that even the procurement will give
us the chance to take a completely different look at what we are doing.
And in that instance it could impact the procurement in all sort of ways:
the approach to take, the software modules you need, the people or even
the software requirements itself.

11.

Don't Try to Buy What You Already Have But “in a Different
Colour”

A mistake I have seen on several occasions is a charity trying to replace
its existing system with pretty much what it already has, but maybe with
just a different interface or back-end technology. And okay, that might
bring some benefits but you are missing a huge opportunity if you do this.
I particularly find this happens when an organisation moves on from an
old, bespoke database; in such instances, a charity can be far too focused
only on replicating that and thus they end up either buying a system
which is completely inappropriate for itself as it is now, or they buy a new
system which they then try to mould into their old database and thus
make it far more complicated, long-winded and costly than it should be
(let alone missing all the potential and benefits which the new system
could bring).
As I will repeat in several places in this book, a new system is a catalyst
for change - at the very least it is a catalyst to review what you are doing
to fund better ways of doing it. To buy the best new system for yourselves
you need to open up and accept that there could be better ways of doing
process X, better ways to manage your data, the understanding that there
is no need to record some data but a distinct need to analyse other data,
and so on. Don't let any existing approaches or prejudices hold you back
from the improvements you could get.
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12.

Social Media Integration Sounds Great - But What Do You
Actually Want?

CRM suppliers love to show how they can integrate with Twitter,
Facebook, LinkedIn and more. They can show you how you can pull-in
Twitter feeds into a supporter's record, update a donor's details from their
LinkedIn details and show someone's Facebook page within their record
on the CRM system. And all of these functions, and more, can have a
benefit.
But: what are you really going to do with all that data? Are your
fundraisers really going to look at a long history of tweets inside a
supporter's record? What is the impact on storage? Is the link dynamic
and maintain deletions too? How often does a supporter change their
publicly available data on LinkedIn, and if they do, is the API which links it
to your donor's record kept up-to-date? How many of your major donors
actually publish useful details on LinkedIn as opposed to what your
researchers and fundraisers really know is important?
Now, don't get me wrong. I am not saying that social media cannot help
fundraising! Of course it can. And these and other systems can be
extremely beneficial to your fundraisers and staff. But the question is
whether the integration between your CRM system and social media is a
really key requirement for you or a nice-to-have. Don't lose sight of all the
true, fundamental reasons for needing a new fundraising database or CRM
system, and if social media integration can complement that then great.

13.

How to Prepare When Buying a CRM Database for a Small
Distributed Charity

I am regularly asked, "I am looking for a CRM/fundraising package for a
small charity with no central office. So, no server and we probably need
something to work across Windows and Mac. And it must be simple to
use..." So here is what one specifically needs to consider for such
situations (in addition to everything else in this book, of course!):
•

First: Get your main IT infrastructure sorted out. This is important.
Especially if you don't have a central office, and the route you take
may partially influence your decisions on which is the best
fundraising/CRM system for you. So first of all, if you haven't done so
already, make sure your email system, file access, website etc are all
part of a solid strategic approach.

•

Second: Remember, it's still important to know your fundamental
database requirements. This is the same for any database
procurement and just because you are a smaller organisation doesn't
mean you should ignore it. So do document what you want the system
to do even if it's just in a brief Word document. That will help you
focus on what is most important to you and you can then weigh-up the
system options later. And remember that whatever database you buy,
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the data you put in it, the business processes and training you put
behind it and the fundraising strategy it is supporting are all more
important than the software itself. You can have the best database in
the world but it won't help if your data is rubbish, you don't adapt your
processes and so on.
•

You also need to bear in mind just how much time and effort you can
or want to allocate to managing your CRM/fundraising database.
Remember that all systems will require some initial work, regardless of
what the salespeople say! You will have to consider the configuration,
maybe data migration, how and where you are going to store your
data, how external data files will be loaded, how training will be done,
how you will maintain look-up tables to ensure good data consistency
and so on. And even though you are a small charity, there could still
be a number of people who might well want to access and use your
database, especially if it is not just for fundraising. In which case do
remember the need to have someone who is data/database savvy so
that they can manage these issues.

•

Oh, And it Must Be Simple to Use... This is possibly one of the most
frequently used statements which small (and large!) charities use. So
it is important to realise that CRM and fundraising databases are just
not as simple conceptually as Excel, Outlook etc. They will take time to
learn, they will need some looking after and the likelihood is that it will
cost money to do all that. Sorry. There is no easy answer to that.
Software is getting easier to use and more intuitive but at the end of
the day some of that is still down to individual preferences and
interpretation. Do not under-estimate the work involved in getting
going if you haven't used a CRM system before at your organisation.

•

Two technological approaches are especially useful: Hosting and
Software-as-a-Service (SAAS). I address these and include examples
of SAAS software in the Glossary of this book.

14.

How to Prepare When Buying a CRM Database For a Solo
Fundraiser?

In addition to the points in the previous tip for small, distributed charities,
the main additional points for a Solo Fundraiser to consider are as follows:
•

Are you working for a small charity who does have an office and, if so,
then do you already have an on-premise server? If so, then you can
look more widely for a database system which might meet your needs
as it doesn't have to be hosted/SAAS. If not, then you will be looking
at the Hosted/SAAS options.

•

Even though you are a solo fundraiser, is it likely that the charity could
grow in future? If so, and assuming you're not expecting to become a
huge charity overnight, then most databases should still be sufficient
for such instances - but don't forget or assume that. i.e. It may not be
the best thing to buy a new system which cannot expand as you do.
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•

Even though you are a solo fundraiser, do you actually work for a
larger organisation with more complex requirements? In which case, it
might be that the very simplest fundraising database might not be
applicable to your needs; and don't just assume that a low-cost option
is best for you. For example, I do know of some charities who have
even bought The Raiser's Edge for a solo fundraiser, a system
generally associated with more sophisticated requirements, although
that tends to be more when they have good in-house IT support, when
a fundraiser knows that sort of system already and often when they
are planning to grow later. (NB: Clearly, other databases similar to The
Raiser's Edge have also been installed for solo fundraisers - I use The
Raiser's Edge as an example because of its wide awareness and to
emphasise the point that it does need more support and consideration
when implementing it).

•

Assuming no-one else is going to be using the database initially
(although I realise some places might have the odd, additional
manager also viewing it at times), you really do need a system which
does not require complicated management. The difference here to the
'small distributed charity' is that that charity might very well have a
few people using it and might be able to better justify the time and
resources required to be able to manage it for the whole organisation.

And do remember the other advice I have given before: I'm afraid it isn't
as easy as just plugging in the system - it will take time to set-up, even if
there is only one of you!

15.

Do you really need ALL your old data in your new system?!

Traditionally, when moving from one fundraising database to a new one,
charities tend to migrate all their old data across - or very nearly all.
Sometimes small sub-sets of old or truly unneeded data may be left
behind, but in the main every single donation, communication, appeal
record etc is transferred to the new database.
Why? Well, understandably, fundraisers and marketing staff are worried
about losing granularity of historic data, of not being able to do true and
useful RFV calculations on summary fields/data, of not being able to look
back at why someone responded to appeal X or came to event Y. And the
thought of either not keeping their data in the most granular state
possible, or even not transferring it at all has been a complete anathema!
But recently this is something which is being challenged. This is partly due
to cloud CRM systems charging for any significant storage, partly due to
some performance concerns for complex processes on very large systems
and partly to mitigate some of the risks and complications of data
migration. And partly it is just good business practise to challenge such
assumptions.
But just as pertinent a question for me is: Why - Why do you need ALL
your old data? I mean, really - why?! Are you really going to look back at
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someone's communication history 10 years ago and want to see that a
donor was sent a second letter because a particular acknowledgement
letter didn't reach them? Do you really need to know that someone was
invited to an event 12 years ago but didn't respond? I'm not sure if you
do…
And although I completely recognise the need to keep a granular donation
history for at least a set number of recent years (e.g. at least four years
for gift aid claims), at what point does your supporter services team not
need to see every individual donation and when are your fundraisers not
going to use such data for segmentation and marketing analysis? Five
years? Six maybe? In which case, do you really have to be able to see
each individual donation for older periods as a separate financial
transaction on your new system? Or actually, could a summary be
acceptable? e.g. a summary by year/campaign/whatever is appropriate
for you.
Yes, there are some data items you would definitely need to keep such as
first donation information, maybe upgrade details etc, but do you have to
have more than that for donations over a certain age?
And if you do, if you have to or if your organisation is too paranoid not to
keep such data, then maybe you can store it elsewhere for when (if!) it is
needed. For example, a separate data warehouse, maybe a simple SQL
Server database, even a separate marketing software system.
And what about any old data which you still have on your system but
which almost no-one in your organisation trusts and so doesn't use
anyway? Does that really need to be transferred? Really? And data quality
and data accuracy in general - just how good is it over a certain period?
(Bear in mind 'data accuracy' is not just recording that someone is living
at the right address or has the correct date of birth - have a look at my
Slideshare presentation on this topic:
www.slideshare.net/itforcharities/the-importance-of-data-accuracy).
Now. One could of course ask why we shouldn't migrate all our data and
that's a fair question. Storage does cost money but is it so much more?
And contemporary systems are so much more efficient now than older
systems so that performance shouldn't be such a factor, so why shouldn't
we have even millions of records in our new database?
Well, maybe because more data does add extra data management, does
add complexity when doing segmentation and reports/analysis, can slow
down a system when running some significant processes, can make
screens slower to load when they have lots of historic information, can
make data migrations more complex etc. And the cost can start to add up
for large databases when you have to pay for such storage every month,
every year…
It is an interesting challenge - one I encourage you to consider!
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16.

Do you really need all your data in your CRM system full stop?!

Data is everywhere! We all know it. There is so much data that you could
collect and store about individuals and organisations. And very often the
CRM system is seen as the place to store it all. But I would question
whether this is always correct.
The best example I can give to explain what I mean is email marketing.
Yes, your CRM system should be the 'hub' of storing your supporters who
want to hear from you via email, and thus you need to store their email
address(es), certainly if they are valid (current) and possibly along with
fundamental details of whether they have hard or soft bounced from your
email campaigns - although that might not be critical. You may also want
to store specific codes to show what communications they opt-in to.
But why would you want to store all their really detailed information which
you can get from a good email marketing system (EMS) in the CRM
system? All their click-throughs and website journeys? All their visitedfrom or search terms they used? Should that really be stored in the CRM
or is it better to simply leave it in your EMS or in a more appropriate data
warehouse? Because if you do want to store it in the CRM database then
that is going to make it far larger and far more difficult to maintain and an
end-user visiting a supporter's record is going to see huge amounts of
minutiae which they probably don't really need to see.
The same goes with a supporter's page visits on your website, all their
social media interaction, maybe even consumer and demographic
information. I'm sure you can think of others.
Of course you may well want to use such data to analyse email habits
and to plan future campaigns but does that have to clog up a CRM
system? Surely the EMS or data warehouse and an appropriate business
intelligence tool is a more appropriate solution. Because if an end-user is
going to look at a supporter's record on the CRM system for their contact
details, donation history et al, then do they really need to see all that
other specific information too?

17.

What you shouldn’t do when someone says “We need to replace
our database”

If you’ve spent any time working on or with databases, fundraising or
marketing then I’ll bet you’ve heard someone say at least once (and
probably several times…): "You know what, we really need to replace our
current database system". So the next time this happens, if you are the
person who is expected to take action on this then this is my advice on
what you shouldn’t do…
•

Immediately agree! Okay, you might (secretly) agree, but before you
openly concur, do the following: ask Why. And then ask Why again.
And again… you get the picture. My point being that it may well be that
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it is not the database which is causing the problems. It could be your
data – maybe it is not recorded consistently, maybe not recorded at
all, maybe it isn’t being used, maybe no-one understands it, and
maybe a hundred other data issues too. Or it could be your hardware
or IT infrastructure: if your database runs r-e-a-l-l-y s-l-o-w-l-y, then
is it the database’s fault or is your hardware out of date or your
internet connection overloaded? Or maybe your business processes
have not been re-visited for years, maybe your staff have not been
trained appropriately (at all…) or maybe you aren’t using the software
in its best way. All these issues can be underlying causes of why that
someone thinks your current database "isn't working".
•

Just blame the software. This follows on from the above. If you find
you can’t produce the reports you want or the mailings you need, is
this definitely because the software can’t do it? Or is it because you
aren’t recording the data appropriately or your staff don’t know how to
produce the reports/letters? If someone tells you the database can’t do
what they need it to do, then is that definitely the case? Of course, it
might be – it might be that your operations or requirements have
changed so much since you bought the database that the system
genuinely is not right for your needs any more, but don’t take that at
face value. And if it turns out that the software does have faults, then
try talking to the supplier and other users and see if it can be changed,
if there are other modules you didn't know about or if there are thirdparty options you can use.

•

Just blame the supplier. This follows on from the above… It is very
easy to say that the software supplier is no good, they don’t have a
roadmap, their support is rubbish and a dozen other criticisms. But is
that definitely the case? If they have other customers and they are
happy or can use the database, then what is it about your organisation
which means this is not so? Why are you different?

•

Tear off and get quotes from four new suppliers and then use them to
justify why you should/shouldn’t get a new system. Do your work
constructively, as per the general advice in this book.

Of course, there will certainly be occasions when the person who said, "we
need a new database" may well be right! But if you can manage all the
above first and as a result prove that yes, that really is the case, then that
will be the first solid step on the way to a more justified new procurement
process.
So don’t let bad internal processes, misunderstood perceptions and poor
data hide any underlying issues which you would have whatever database
you were using. Get your foundations right first. Your database sits on top
of that. And that’s what makes a successful system.
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18.

Mobile Access to your Fundraising/CRM Database Can Be
Important - But How Will You Really Use it?

Mobile access is another one of those wonderful sales tools which CRM
salespeople love to show. "Look, you can see your supporter's contact
details on your phone or tablet. You must have it because everyone uses
a mobile/tablet now…" And okay, that may be useful for some of your
staff, but is it really such an important thing to outweigh other
requirements?
Think carefully about who will really access a supporter's details on their
mobile phone. I mean really access them as opposed to get excited about
the idea once and then never do it again. Your fundraising director?
Really? Or would they actually, just prefer to have a report printed out
which they can read on the train. (Okay, I am a being a bit old-school
here, but my experience shows me that sadly this is still the case a lot of
the time… And I do hope it changes.)
Maybe your major donor fundraisers, or possibly your event fundraisers
might find such functionality useful. Certainly in the Higher Education
sector I find that their development staff who do visit significant alumni do
ask for such access and will use it. But don't get carried away by the sales
pitch - treat it as a good function which you could use, but unless you
have a very good reason, don't prioritise it above more important benefits
you need from your new system.

19.

Should you ever invest in a short-term CRM solution?

Every now and then I am asked by a charity if I think it is alright if they
buy a database as a "short term solution". And for short-term, they
usually mean "cheap". This is normally asked because, for whatever
reason, they (say they) can’t invest at this moment in what they feel
would be a long-term database but they (say they) have to have
something now.
My instinct is nearly always to say No, that’s not a good idea. But is that
always the right answer? Maybe we can consider this by looking at why I
normally say No to short-term solutions:
•

It will still take a fair amount of your time and effort, assuming you are
doing at least a semblance of a requirements gathering and
procurement process and just because you intend to spend less or only
see it as being needed short-term, that doesn’t mean it will necessarily
take less time or require less effort. In fact, if you are going to put in
this time, why not do it "properly" and get a "proper", hopefully long
term solution.

•

It is quite likely that it will cost you more in the long run. Not only will
you have to repeat the buying process at a later date (i.e. the needs
analysis and procurement), but you will have to invest initially in a
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database and then invest again at a later date – with all the associated
professional services – and of course have to pay a second time for
data migration. And with all the complexities and risks associated with
that. That means it is extremely likely that you will pay more in the
long term than you would do if you spent the time, effort and money
now to get your ideal system now.
•

Short-term can be an excuse for doing things cheaply and therefore
not comprehensively – or to put it bluntly – badly. I am often told it
"doesn’t matter" because it is "only short-term" and "we will do it
properly when we are ready for that". That just means poor decisions
all round: a potentially poor system, a non-thought through process,
unconsidered on-going business processes and quite possibly a system
which won’t support your fundraising needs even in the short-term.

•

Short-term solutions frequently become long-term solutions… How
many times have you implemented any sort of system or process as a
"short term solution" only to find you are still using it months or years
later…

So, if it is a budgetary issue then it’s worth asking, Why can’t you get the
investment now for a long-term solution? If you are having to think shortterm because you haven’t got the budget for a long term solution, then it
might be worth going back to your business case and trying to show why
it is so important that you do get the correct and necessary budget for
your particular needs. Do you need to show your SMT/trustees the
benefits you will get? I would always encourage this first. And if you have
been given too short a time to buy a new system then challenge that too
– unless there is truly a time-critical reason as to why it has to be done in
an unrealistic timescale, show that by spending a bit more time you will
do it better and most cost-effectively.
What about the "But there is new technology happening soon…" question.
One reason I am sometimes told that an organisation only wants to invest
short-term is because there is some great new technology which is just
about to be launched in a few months... Maybe so. The thing is, new
technology is being launched every day! If we wait and wait for "the next
big thing" then we will wait forever. You have to do a well structured
procurement process, invest in a system which (as much as possible) will
be "future-proofed" and invested in by the supplier for the foreseeable
future and then just take the plunge.
So, is there ever a reason to say Yes to a short-term solution? I guess
there are a few scenarios I can think of where I would consider saying Yes
to short-term:
•

If you invest a small amount in a product in the first place which you
intend to invest more in later. In fact, this is quite common and in
some instances perfectly good business sense. If you need to start
using the database in one department/team and then build-up the
system across other teams in your organisation then why not. If you
only have a small budget now but you can get started with this and
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apply for a larger budget for the next year, then yes, this is an option.
You still need to do all that in a 'proper, structured' way, so that you
know you are buying a system which will be scalable in the future, but
if so then that could be fine. This is therefore not the same as just
"buying short term" because what you are doing is planning long term
in a good, structured way but simply investing less initially.
•

If you are, say, a small fundraising department who needs a system
now, but where the long term strategy of your charity is a broader
organisation-wide CRM system. In which case, as long as your charity
recognises they will be spending money later on integrating/moving
you to a new system, then short-term thinking could be appropriate. I
still don't really like this, and I wouldn't promote it as a good option
but I can see why it might occasionally be viable.

•

There are of course a few good, low-cost fundraising databases for
charities and it is better to consider those in a well thought-through
process than just buy one for the sake of it.

But what if I really have no budget for a new database? I know, this is
always a potential problem, especially for smaller organisations. And the
temptation is therefore to just "get something in now" because we have to
have something, and to worry about it later. But, if this really is due to
severe budget restrictions, then this doesn't mean you still can't go about
procuring a new database using a good process, and I address this
budgetary concern in various other parts of this book.

20.

Fifteen Questions Fundraising Managers (and others) Should
Ask About New CRM Projects

Too often, fundraising managers are not close enough to the
implementation of a new fundraising database or charity CRM system;
sometimes (incorrectly) by the nature of procurement and sometimes
(incorrectly) by choice. For a fundraising system, they are more likely
than not going to be the key reason for why it is being implemented, so
why wouldn’t they want to get more involved?
So if you are a fundraising manager (or even a project sponsor, project
manager, procurement co-ordinator…) and there are plans in your
organisation for a new fundraising database, then what questions should
you ask during the procurement process and before the project kicks-off?
i. How do I know it will meet my requirements? When do you need my
input? How will it be documented? These are the most basic of
questions. What is the process to capture your requirements and how
can you be assured that it will capture all your needs? The latter point
may be very difficult but you need to ask. Is all the reliance going to
be on you and your team, or do you have an internal project lead, or is
the database/software supplier or a third-party going to be more
heavily involved?
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ii. How will it help my [Direct Marketing team/Major Giving team/etc]?
Although this goes hand-in-hand with the above point, there is no
harm in asking specifically about how the new system will help your
different teams and aspects of fundraising. What are the actual
benefits you will get which will have an impact on your fundraising and
income?
iii. How is the project being managed? What input do you specifically need
from me and how often? Has the project got a project manager (PM) –
part-time or dedicated? If not, push for one! And don’t rely on just the
supplier being the project manager – that isn’t the same as your
organisation having a PM. And will there be a Project Board or Steering
Committee? If so, how will you be involved and when? You need to be
involved somehow – at the end of the day, it will be "your" system, so
don’t think it will just magically happen without you needing to be
involved.
iv. What fundraising experience does the software supplier have? Not just
the supplier as a company, but the staff who will specifically be
working on your project. Most traditional/dedicated fundraising
packages should have staff with plenty of experience, but for the
newer, generic CRM systems, is that definitely the case? If the answer
is "not a lot", that doesn’t mean you can’t work with them, but there
could well be more dependency on you.
v. Will we need to change our business processes? How will that be
decided and when? It is highly likely that you will need to at the very
least review your business processes. In fact, if the answer to this is
"no – you can keep your existing processes", then this may sound
beneficial but ask yourself, are your existing processes actually the
best processes you can have? Why do you have them? Is it because
your current fundraising software has forced you into a certain way of
working – in which case, why would you necessarily want to carry on
with them?
vi. How can the software interact with our website? How can we load data
from JustGiving/Virgin Money Giving etc? This may result in a technical
answer so try to get someone to explain (as much as possible) in
layman’s terms. At least find out what the options are, the benefits for
each option, the different costs, the level of complexity/sophistication
and timescales.
vii. How will it impact on our other systems and suppliers? You are bound
to have other software systems which interact with your current
database (e.g. PAF software, banking software, Word/Excel etc) and
you may well have third-parties who provide you with data files such
as fulfilment houses, data cleaning companies, online websites etc.
viii. What training will my team need? Ensure you ask this and if in
doubt, ask again. Training is often a double-edged sword for
fundraising teams: everyone seems to want it at the start of the
project but when they are later told that they will need three days out
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of the office, this suddenly becomes less attractive/important. Find out,
break it down, understand it, insist on it, plan for it.
ix. What reports/dashboards come as standard with the database
software? What skills do we need to create more? At the end of the
day, if you can’t get the data out of your new system in a meaningful
way to show you reports and appropriate information, then why are
you using it? Are there any standard reports and dashboards which
come with the software, and if so, how flexible and appropriate are
they for your needs? And you are bound to want other reports, so who
will be creating those? Will you have to rely on the supplier, or can
someone in your organisation (your team?) create them?
x. How will testing be done? What input will you require from my team?
Testing is another thing which everyone knows is essential but
somehow gets pushed under the carpet if you are not careful. Find out
what the training plan will be and what will be needed from your team
and when. How will they be supported. And do you have any "business
critical" processes which you will need to be 100% assured of working
(e.g. direct debit claims) and if so, how will they be tested and what
will the fallback plan be in case they don’t work (even after testing!)
xi. What input/time will you need from my team during the
implementation and at what stages of the project? This should
incorporate much of the above (i.e. requirements gathering, testing,
training) but it’s very useful to get an overall understanding of the sort
of work you and your team will be needed for. Is there going to be any
need to back-fill any positions for any part of the project? If so, do we
have a budget for that, and whose budget?!
xii. Do we have a contingency for the whole project budget? Sadly,
projects do go over-budget so has this been considered? How was it
decided and how will the use of any contingency be approved during
the project?
xiii. What happens if the project over-runs? Again, it is quite feasible
that the implementation will take longer than initially envisaged. If this
does happen, what will the impact be? Can you carry on using your
existing database and for how long? What are the cost impacts? Will
there be any impact on your fundraising or planned activities?
xiv. How will you keep me updated during the project? How will you
keep other stakeholders updated? A key thing is to ensure that you –
and the other key stakeholders in the project – are continually and
regularly kept updated. This doesn’t mean you have to meet every
week or receive a ten page technical report, but you need to know how
often you can expect updates, how and what will be in such updates.
This does go hand-in-hand with the above point on project
management but it is one of the most crucial parts of that.
xv. What will the supplier’s involvement be after we go-live? Once you do
go-live with the new system, what will the supplier do. Will they just
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walk away and let you get on with it? Will they be around for a period
of time? What other input and help can they provide over the
subsequent months (and years).
Of course, there are many more questions which you could ask - which is
fundamentally the core of this whole book! But the above provides a solid
base for you to start from.

21.

What makes us think it will be different this time?

It's a sad fact that so many fundraising/CRM database implementations
fail or are not nearly as successful as we hoped. And although there are
many reasons for this (many of which are detailed in this book), we can
also look at this problem in another way: if you have experienced a failed
project at your organisation in the past, then ask yourself, If we are about
to launch a brand new CRM procurement what makes us think it will be
different this time?
If this strikes a chord with you and you want to ask this question
internally then here are some additional questions you can consider and
address. Hopefully, they will let you come out the other side and be able
to answer Yes or No - either way, that should tell you a lot before you
embark on another big project.
•

What were the reasons for failure on the last project? (Did we even
hold a Lessons Learned meeting?)

•

Did we define success criteria? Were they measurable, achievable,
realistic?

•

Even if we do feel we have learned lessons, how will we monitor the
next project to make sure it stays a success?

•

Do we have a proper business case? Has it been ratified by more than
just a couple of people?

•

Are we asking the same people to manage and be involved with the
new project? If so, why do we feel they can now do it? Do they have
that much better experience now? Do they know all the pit-falls they
could encounter this time? Have we sent them on any sort of training
or learning programme since?

•

Have we got new people involved? Are they any better?! Do we need
more people?

•

Are our senior managers fully engaged? Did we think they were last
time…?

•

Do we understand what our key risks are? Do we know how to mitigate
or accept risk?
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•

How do we really know we have got an appropriate budget this time
around?

•

How do we really know our planned timescale is possible or realistic?
Could it even be too slack?

•

Do we have a project manager? What sort of experience do they have?

•

Do we have
governance?

•

Was our actual data an issue? Do we have new faith in that now?

•

How can we be sure that the next salesperson we meet doesn't spin us
the same lines as last time?

project

governance?

Do

we

understand

project

Of course, many other tips within this book encompass the above, but in
specific areas or in more detail.
To quote Albert Einstein, "The thinking it took to get us into this mess is
not the same thinking that is going to get us out of it."

22.

Of course, do still remember you are implementing
technology…

Throughout this book and my other book (and my blog), I re-iterate time
and again how important your data is, how your business processes are
critical to success, why you need a good business partner/reseller; and
why training, testing, data quality and so on are all highly important to
your fundraising or CRM procurement and subsequent implementation.
However, I feel I should also balance this out a bit more than I do
sometimes and add a simple, brief message: remember, you are still of
course implementing technology and despite all my above points, if you
don’t select good technology, good software, a good database solution
then you still won’t necessarily succeed. So don’t forget – the technology
is of course a critical aspect of your procurement too. It just doesn’t make
a successful implementation on its own.
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23.

Is there any place for the Long Tick-box ITT anymore?

The short answer: No.
The only slightly less short answer: No, except when you have to, such as
OJEU (public sector tenders) or similar requirements.
The Full Answer: Okay, let's address this question properly. First of all,
what do I mean by a "Long Tick-box ITT"? Well, pretty much as it sounds:
it's when you devise hundreds and hundreds of questions, mostly about
functionality, and ask suppliers to respond to your Invitation to Tender
(ITT) document by asking them to tick hundreds of boxes which say if
they can meet each requirement. Sometimes, this will be a "MoSCoW"
method (or similar): Must have, Should have, Could Have (& Won't).
(Never underestimate how much IT loves its acronyms and pseudoacronyms). And then sometimes one asks if a supplier can do it 'Out of
the box' or 'with customisation' or 'not at all' - or similar. Thus, the
suppliers tick these boxes, you allocate and add-up their scores,
sometimes weight the questions with more/less importance and hey
presto, we have a winner. Or at least a short-list which you can then
invite in for a demo.
But it's really not as simple as that. In the first place, suppliers have been
known (shock horror) to stretch the truth when ticking boxes and
interpret a question so they can say yes they can do it when maybe they
can't really... And in some ways, that's understandable, as even writing
the questions so they are non-ambiguous can be difficult.
Plus, completely understandably these days, generic CRM suppliers can
probably say with (almost?!) complete honesty that they can meet all or
almost all of a CRM ITT's requirements because their systems have been
designed for exactly that flexibility. But that still doesn't mean they are
necessarily right for you to buy.
And a long ITT doesn't tell you anything about how a supplier would do it,
or if they do it well, or if they really understand the question and its
implications and so on. Okay, so some of that can be addressed at a
software demonstration but by that point you may have already knocked
out a good option (supplier) without knowing it, or you might find a
supplier is actually completely inappropriate for your organisation or
requirements. The whole approach is a non-efficient method.
In fact, the time it takes for this whole process is a looooong time. A long
time for you to create the initial document, a long time for the supplier to
answer and a long, long time for you and your colleagues to read all the
responses and mark them.
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So couldn't there be a better way of using your time? In my opinion, yes.
Personally, when I help charities with a procurement I prefer more 'open'
tender documents, asking for more expansive responses, possibly with the
inclusion of process diagrams and a more interactive approach with the
suppliers all round which means the ITT document carries less
importance. (Not zero importance, note, just slightly less key than it may
have been historically).
I should add that I'm not completely against including a few lists in the
document, here or there or where there are specific requirements which
you must have - especially where they are of particular importance. But I
don't ask suppliers to tick each bullet point.
Clearly there is a lot more to the whole procurement process than just the
above - but super-long ITTs? No, not for me. I don't think they help you
select the best supplier for you. Which is ultimately what you want.

24.

But you still need a document!

So if I don't believe in the long ITT and I am promoting increased
interaction with suppliers then do we need an ITT document at all? Well,
yes we do. But it doesn't have to be an ITT in the old-fashioned sense and
it doesn't have to be tomes of pages. But you do need a document of this
ilk in some way for the following reasons:
•

There is nothing wrong with the "ITT" document per se, it's just the
content and approach which needs refining: I'm not saying don't think
of the document as a tender approach/RFP, just don't include hundreds
of bullet points and tick boxes. Instead, structure it to show your main
business requirements, the benefits you expect to get (organisational,
fundraising, people and technological), your key needs. And you can
still include functional requirements, just in a more 'open' way so that
suppliers have to think about what they are writing in a response and
can't simply copy-and-paste from the last ITT they filled in for
someone else. See the next tip in this book for a more detailed
discussion on this.

•

It gives you structure to the process: It leads on from your business
case and makes you think about your core needs and what you are
actually asking the suppliers to do. It helps with the procurement
process/timescale, you can use it throughout the rest of your process
and it provides the foundations for the other benefits listed below.

•

It helps the supplier understand what you want and what is important
to you.

•

You will almost certainly still want to ask prospective suppliers some
questions which will require a written answer.
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•

You can use it to help measure suppliers' capabilities and
appropriateness for you, regardless of whether you want them to fill in
a long response; e.g. in a demo, using a scoring system still etc.

•

You can incorporate your terms and conditions in the document,
confidentiality points, your process, timescale etc.

•

You should be asking all suppliers to provide costs in a structured likefor-like manner and the ITT is as good a place as any for that.

•

You can ask the suppliers for their standard contract or provide a copy
of your own contract if you prefer.

•

For most charities it will still provide a good approach to showing due
diligence.

Finally, if you do create a long ITT, ask yourself: Are you really going to
read all that?! Why create a huge, long ITT and ask suppliers to spend
ages answering it when you are either going to have to spend ages and
ages reading, digesting and scoring it (with limited benefit) OR you don't
bother. So: don't get carried away. Yes, create a document, yes do
include key things but be hard on yourself - take stuff out if it's not
needed and you'll end up with a far better document.

25.

Try to Avoid the Purely Functional ITT

CRM suppliers more used to dealing with commercial ITTs have told me
that NFPs can sometimes concentrate far too much on pure functionality
in a tender document. And although that is of course useful up to a point,
it doesn't give the suppliers a chance to understand the charity's real
needs or the benefits they want/hope to get from the new system, and it
doesn't necessarily give a supplier the chance to show what they can
bring to the table on top of just configuring a software system.
Consequently, it doesn't really give a charity themselves the chance to
review suppliers and their software as anything more than a software
house.
So, the sort of things I would recommend you could consider including in
an ITT would be areas such as this:
•

An introduction, which would include an overview of the procurement
process and timescale, conditions etc.

•

Information on the charity and the project background. This might
include how/why you got to the tender stage, the organisation's
structure, maybe a system/data map of your current systems etc.
Show you have thought about the project and are ready to commit
your resources. I wouldn’t necessarily expect a supplier to comment on
any of this but I would hope they would be reflecting on it in their
presentation and maybe within their response to the rest of the ITT.
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•

Key project requirements: Key priorities, business objectives, maybe
something on the project team, record/storage requirements now and
expected in the future and data migration; and then specific sections
on each of the key business needs which are most important to you some of those may of course be functional but it's not a bullet point
list.

•

Non-functional requirements: e.g. performance, technical, deployment,
infrastructure.

•

And then of course some functional requirements too.

There are other sections such as costs, supplier information etc, which are
for another part of this book.
Note that you do not have to follow exactly what I am suggesting above in fact, I encourage you not to treat it verbatim! By all means use some of
these points as a guide and use those aspects which you think appropriate
to you, but treat it as your own document. Just think past the purely
functional.

26.

Create a system map / data flows

A very useful, single diagram in an ITT is a System Map and/or diagram
showing your key data flows in and out of your current database. Every
charity will almost certainly have some such infrastructure and, to coin a
phrase, a single diagram can indeed speak a hundred words. It will help
you and certainly help the supplier.
Think about the other systems you do interact with, e.g. your finance
system, other internal databases, any statistics packages, email
marketing system, your website, third-party online fundraising solutions
(JustGiving, VMG etc), your fulfilment house(s), other agencies, banking
data and so on and so on. Once you start thinking about it, you'll realise
just how much data flows in and out of your database.
Create as simple a diagram as this will allow - you don't need to get into
data entities, file formats etc at this stage, that can all come later. Or if
you do need/want to do so now, then do a top-level system map and then
individual diagrams for each system below that.
It's also a really good sense-check mechanism to share with your project
team and staff and to see whether they can think of other systems you
had forgotten (or didn't even know existed)!

27.

Consider Including 'As Is' Process Diagrams in Your ITT

This may not be appropriate for all procurement processes, but for some it
will be really helpful to include 'as is' process diagrams in your ITT. These
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should come out of your business analysis work. They will show the
supplier how you are doing things now, will enable them to better
understand what you are trying to achieve and let them ask pertinent
questions about the processes and could even save time (and costs) later
during the procurement process.

28.

Consider doing contract reviews before you select the preferred
supplier

If you do ask the suppliers to include a copy of their standard contract as
part of their response to your ITT then do consider reviewing those
contracts before you actually select the final, preferred supplier. You don't
need to review all the contracts of course, assuming you are asking
several companies to respond to your ITT, but when you are down to, say,
the final two then at that point it can be well worth it.
This may of course cost you a bit more, assuming you are using a thirdparty lawyer but it will mean that you can at least find out if there are any
truly unacceptable terms in a contract and, if so, open initial negotiations
on them at that time, and it will give you an idea of what you might
expect if you do select a particular supplier.
It will really save you time by doing this in parallel with the final part of
your procurement process rather than wait until you appoint a supplier, at
which point you are excited and all ready to kick-off the project and then
find everything gets delayed whilst you argue over a final few terms. Start
a bit earlier and keep the project moving.

29.

There's Nothing Wrong With 'Blue Sky Thinking' But Don’t Get
Carried Away in the ITT

I love the concept of "blue sky thinking" (even if I’m not so sure about the
phrase itself…) and remaining as open-minded as possible during a
procurement process as to what you could achieve in the future. But in
terms of the ITT, if you're not careful you will ask for the world and expect
so much, and then find you either do not get responses which show you
can achieve all that, or the responses that do match it will either be too
scary or very expensive!
So there's a need to be as realistic as possible without losing any
technological "joie de vivre"!
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30.

Does it matter if a Fundraising database supplier doesn’t
understand Fundraising?

The more I work on fundraising software procurement and implementation
projects, the more I ask this question: how much does the supplier's
experience of fundraising matter?
For years, this hasn't been such a relevant question, at least when
purchasing packages as opposed to bespoke systems, because most new
fundraising database systems were supplied by companies who either
specialised in the sector or who at least had a dedicated department who
did so. Of course one would find companies and individuals with more or
less knowledge or experience but nearly all had some. And also you could
see the evidence of some of their claims with their software.
But now with the prevalence of the newer CRM systems this is a more
pertinent question. Now, in theory, any company who sells Salesforce,
Microsoft Dynamics and the like can at least promote themselves as a
partner who can provide a fundraising solution. So does that matter?
What are the problems with that? Or actually, are there even benefits of
using a supplier with less sector knowledge?
The reasons that a supplier's knowledge does matter are comparatively
easy to identify:
•

Charities are different to commercial organisations. That might sound
an obvious thing to say but the key thing to note is that there are of
course many distinct differences and approaches - and one of the most
significant is that several commercial CRM suppliers I have worked
with have been amazed at the sheer breadth of activities which
charities manage in comparison to their size (even if some are low
value on a long tail). And thus their internal complexity increases. This
isn't always a good thing of course, but it's a fact. That said, bear in
mind that fundraising and commercial organisations do have some
things in common - after all, we're managing contacts, building
relationships, running events and "selling" in the same way as a
business is, just philanthropically.

•

Any supplier in any sector who can bring experience of working with
your peers will surely add something to the project. They won't just be
implementing software, but should be able to suggest ideas and
approaches that have worked for other charities.

•

You don't have to explain what Gift Aid is, how direct debits work, why
relationship fundraising is important, who JustGiving are and so on.
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They will know that already. And why should you have to pay a
company to teach them all that?!
•

They won't try to take you down a route which isn't right for a not-forprofit organisation or try to overly enforce their concepts from other
sectors which they might believe are right but which they don't
actually have experience of doing in the NFP sector.

•

Many of the traditional fundraising database suppliers (and actually,
increasingly in the CRM suppliers too) have ex-charity employees in
their implementation and support teams and that can be a great
benefit as they can bring real-life and hands-on experience of using
that system.

•

All this should hopefully increase benefits, reduce risk, reduce the
project timescale and as a result, keep costs down.

That said, one would hope that any company who understands CRM, has
good business analysts, can empathise with your organisation and bring
great technology skills should be able to manage a lot of the above even
without specific fundraising/sector knowledge. And in some instances that
can be true. Sadly not always, but sometimes.
On the other hand, I also have to say that one of the great things which
has happened primarily as a result of the newer, generic CRM systems
now flooding the charity sector is that we are getting a whole new view of
and different insight into charitable activities. I have been saying for years
how insular we can be as a sector (myself included on occasions!) and so
surely I should celebrate newer entrants who bring fresh thoughts and
ideas?
So what can a company with less fundraising experience bring to the
table?
•

They can challenge a charity's pre-conceived ideas that the only way to
do something is how they do it now. Okay, a fundraisingknowledgeable supplier should be able to do the same, but as more of
an outsider, a company with less knowledge can ask what might seem
like basic questions - and some may well be! - but some might just
make us think that little bit differently and hence start to get a whole
new advantage in an area.

•

They will bring good business practises which some in the NFP sector
may not have followed before.

•

They could bring commercial ideas to the table. This may be something
of an anathema to some organisations, but for others it might even
help fundraising.

•

They will have a wider knowledge of multiple sectors and industries,
and be able to provide input in all sorts of ways which we might never
have thought of before. I have always thought that the fundraising
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technology sector should be able to learn more from other businesses
so this is an opportunity to do so.
•

They should - the ones you invite as a possible supplier - "get CRM".
And that's definitely a good thing.

My Conclusion: I am a bit torn. I am already embracing the new CRM
systems into the sector and I really want to embrace the suppliers with
them. And some are good - some very good. But some definitely have
their issues too.
Not that the traditional fundraising database suppliers are perfect - I've
worked with enough to see holes and problems with their approach,
fundraising knowledge and understanding of technology.
But on balance, I still need to be shown by any "non-sector" supplier that
they do know, have knowledge of or can learn about fundraising and the
charity sector. I will always remain open and encourage suppliers to prove
that to my clients and me, and if they can do, fantastic, they're in the
melting pot. But if they can't then I need to question if working with them
is going to help or hinder the fundraising database implementation.

31.

Try Pre-Tender Qualifying Meetings with Suppliers

One question to be asked with almost every CRM procurement is, Who
should we invite to tender for our project? You might well know some
companies who you want to invite, but there may well be others you have
heard about, researched or you are interested in enough so that you want
to know more - but (probably) the last thing you want to do is to invite
ten or twelve different suppliers to do long software presentations and
answer even a medium length ITT document. Apart from anything, if you
tell a supplier that they are one of twelve you are inviting to tender then
they aren't going to be nearly as driven to commit time and effort to you
compared to when they are one of four or five.
One option is therefore to hold 'pre-tender qualifying' meetings with a
'long list' of suppliers with the idea of identifying a far smaller number of
companies who you will then subsequently ask to be fully involved in the
ITT process.
The idea behind this is that you meet at least those suppliers you are still
uncertain about (and maybe even all possible suppliers – c.f. the final
paragraph below) but only for a comparatively short time and with a
slightly different brief that you would have for a full software presentation.
Bearing in mind the importance of the supplier themselves, their
knowledge, skills, client-base, project approach and so on, you will gain
an awful lot just by discussing these sort of things with the suppliers even
for just two or three hours. That's enough to give you a better
understanding of them and for them to feel they are being listened to but
they don't have to spend many hours preparing for a detailed presentation
or answering a long ITT.
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I do sometimes also ask suppliers to give me a brief demo of their
software but I do so mostly where I already have some idea of that
software - e.g. especially with the generic CRM systems and/or where
they have a 'fundraising template' for a CRM system. It isn't fair to a
supplier to ask them to give you a thorough demo for the first time in just
30-45 minutes, it's almost not worth it. But if you know the basics of, say,
Salesforce or Dynamics, and you instead want to see how a supplier has
configured it for another charity or type of fundraising, then that can help.
It can also expose their fundraising knowledge (or lack of it) as you go
through a few fundamentals.
I also always ask suppliers to bring to these meetings at least one of their
project team who our charity could be working with. So it's not just the
salesperson you are meeting, but also say, a project manager,
implementation consultant, technical architect, support manager etc. The
suppliers who value your business will do so. Those who do only bring a
salesperson will tell you something about the company too.
You can then short-list to maybe between three and five companies
thereafter (or whatever number you are comfortable with), in order to get
right down to detail.
I find this process especially useful these days with the sheer number of
possible "CRM" suppliers (i.e. the Salesforce, Dynamics, CiviCRM partners
etc) where there can be distinct differences amongst the business
partners. But it is equally useful with the fundraising package vendors too.
In terms of fairness, if I am holding such meetings, I would personally
recommend this is done not just with those suppliers who I may or may
not short-list, but even with those who you are pretty sure you will shortlist anyway. That means you can judge everyone equally and you are
bound to learn something at this stage about everyone, whoever they are.
Yes it takes time, but it's time well spent.

32.

Remember the Importance of the Supplier/Business Partner

There is no doubt that the software supplier/business partner - as
opposed to just the software itself - has always been a critical factor of
any database procurement and initial implementation, and if anything it is
even more important now than it has been historically.
After all, the software and technology are just one part of any CRM
implementation; the supplier/business partner are just as (more?)
important. As such, suppliers need to be a company who can: understand
and empathise with a charity's ethos and approach; whose staff and
managers are people who we can trust and believe are the right people to
work with; and, for me, who not only have good technical skills but who
also have a team who can challenge a client's presumptions and current
processes in order to ensure they will implement their software as best as
possible, and yet who also know when to accept that a charity's
constraints or limitations might sometimes be necessary to maintain.
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So don't let any software blind you from any supplier's shortcomings.
It can be a challenge and it will be a central part of your procurement
process to find such a company who is the right one for your charity and
your project - but it will be well worth it.

33.

When buying CRM systems, do consider multiple business
partners for each platform

One of the great benefits of the generic CRM systems is that there are
many business partners for most of them who could do a good job for
you. And if you simply just have one supplier per software platform pitch
for your project (e.g. just one Salesforce reseller, one Dynamics reseller
etc) then you will be missing out on all sorts of possibilities.
For a start, each company will of course have their own approach to
implementing such software for charities. But then there is their
knowledge, skills, background, experience and so on. And their beliefs and
ideas as to how best to do such implementations. If you don't look at
multiple suppliers for each CRM system then you will only see that system
through the eyes of one company and I think that is quite a risk in you
not necessarily seeing the best of it, or conversely, better understanding
its weaknesses.
Additionally, with the ever increasing number of 'fundraising templates'
available on CRM platforms, to just see one only will again limit your
understanding and options.
Even if you only review two such suppliers for each platform then you will
learn so much from each one, and even if there is one who you definitely
don't want then it is still quite feasible you will learn something from them
which you can use later with the other business partner. (And even if you
don't, then even that will tell you something as to how good and how
much more appropriate your chosen partner is!). Combine this with the
concept of the Pre-Qualifying Meetings and you could easily meet three or
more such suppliers per platform, and that will really help you start to
understand who could be right for you.

34.

Discuss data migration in detail with the prospective suppliers

I have had suppliers pitch to me who, when I ask about how they
approach data migration, just answer, Oh that is something we do all the
time - no problem, we just get it done. And even if I dig a bit deeper, they
still seem reluctant to detail what data migration means to them. And
when this does happen to me, alarm bells start to ring. Because data
migration is sadly not as simple as just getting data out of a legacy
system and into the new software - there is far, far more to it than that.
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I want to know - in detail - how a potential supplier will approach the data
migration of any new database implementation. There is too much to go
wrong if they don't understand the needs, the pitfalls, a correct approach
and just what they and you need to do.
After all, in almost all fundraising and CRM database implementations
there will be some element of data migration - getting data out of your old
database and into your shiny new one. But that isn't easy. Data migration
takes time, skill and a knowledge of not just the new system itself but of
how you are going to use it at your organisation.
One of the problems/risks with database implementations is that it can
start to be seen just as a data migration project. We lose sight of the
benefits and process improvements and all the other good stuff we
wanted to do with the new system and it just becomes an exercise in
forcing the damn data from the old system into the new one.
What I like to see is the ability to run the 'functional and business process'
stream(s) in parallel with the data migration. There may of course be
some data which is comparatively easy to map to the new system (i.e.
name, address, hopefully basic cash donation fields) and that can be done
early on in the project; but as much of the project will be taken up with
deciding how you are going to use and configure the new system for your
organisation, then the data migration needs to reflect that - not the other
way round.
I've seen good data migrations with good implementations; I've seen
good data migrations and still seen the final implementation struggle, but
I've never seen a bad data migration and a successful final
implementation.

35.

Do financial due diligence of suppliers

It may sound obvious but checking financial due diligence of suppliers is
not something all charities do during a procurement. I would ideally check
a company's background even before inviting them to tender. I appreciate
that accounts and financial stats can hide things but it is a decent starting
point.
It's also equally important that if you do find a supplier has a bad credit
report then you can at least approach that supplier and ask them about
that, especially if they are one you are really interested in. I have known
financial checks to show some potentially quite serious flaws in one or two
suppliers but when I have asked them about that they have been able to
prove that the companies supplying such figures are very out-of-date. You
can at least make a better judgement call at that point.
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36.

Ask Suppliers About Their Approach to Documentation

I personally believe that all CRM projects do need a decent level of
documentation. If you don't agree then fair enough - although I would
encourage you to read the rest of this tip to see if I can change your
mind! - but if you do agree then you need to find a supplier who agrees
too. And believe it or not, this isn’t always easy. So if a supplier says they
believe in documentation lite, then I start to worry.
I should add a couple of qualifiers to this tip: Documentation does not
have to mean wreathes and wreathes of paper - a well structured, online
system of "documentation" can be just as useful for many of these issues.
As long as it is structured, searchable, auditable, accessible then great,
I'm all for that. And I am not saying that you need to follow PRINCE2 to
the letter and create Product Descriptions to the nth degree - i.e. I'm not
saying you should have documentation for documentation's sake. I realise
there are times when keeping documentation to a minimum - or rather, to
the amount appropriate for your organisation and your implementation is right. But I still think documentation is needed.
My reasons for wanting a supplier who understands the need for project
documentation are because of the following benefits which it brings:
•

Structure for project managers: It provides structure to the people
who are running the project - it helps them see what's what, where we
are, what we are doing, who's doing it, what needs to be done and so
on. This is the heart of the benefits which documentation brings. As a
project manager it gives me what I need.

•

Structure and assurance for project boards/steering committees:
Following on from the above point, it gives your project board the
same assurance and support.

•

Accountability: This is important. It means that we have a written
record as to what was discussed, decided, agreed (or not), for who,
when and so on. It's especially useful for when disagreements arise
between a supplier and client as we can then at least have a fair
starting point to discuss.

•

Blueprints/Discovery documents/Fit-gap documents: For projects
which do require some up-front consideration of how the database is
going to be configured, especially where a third-party supplier is doing
that work, blueprints (or similar) are pretty much essential. This will
contain what was decided by client and supplier, what the supplier will
deliver and this will help formalise the project and avoid (a set of)
arguments later about this.

•

Data dictionaries: A really useful addition to any implementation.

•

If someone leaves… I've been brought into projects where an
organisation is half way through a database implementation and I have
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needed to catch-up quickly with where they are. The better the
documentation - i.e. the more pertinent it is, not necessarily the
amount of it - the better it is for someone new to be able to get up to
speed.
•

The conundrum of Agile methodology: I know some Agile evangelists
believe that documentation is not so helpful because things can change
so quickly in the next sprint anyway, so I guess this is something that
every Agile implementation needs to consider: is there some space and
reason to have relevant documentation? Or do we agree it's not
necessary. It still might worry me if the answer is that we don’t need it
at all…

The more attentive of you will have realised that much of what I am
promoting is to do with "clients and suppliers". Yes, that's true. I do think
this is especially where documentation can help. It keeps everyone on
track, maintains a level, fair playing field for both parties and I think
instils good practise in implementations.
Then of course there are project plans, risk registers, communication
strategies, data mapping tables, file formats for data integration and so
on. I realise that even fans of documentation lite might see these types of
documentation as more useful, but that doesn't always seem to be the
case in my experience. Personally, I think we need them.
(As a specific sub-topic to this point, it can be worth asking the suppliers
specifically what documentation you get for your training - and how much
- and any costs for additional copies. It shows you at least part of the
approach they take to training and means you are at least forewarned if
there are additional costs here).

37.

A Blueprint doesn’t have to be just about Use Cases

I would suggest you ask Suppliers exactly what they include in Blueprints
during the Discovery Phase to ensure everyone understands what they will
be getting for the system development. (See the Costs chapter for more
details on the Discovery Phase concept and Blueprints). And although Use
Cases (a list of steps, typically defining interactions between a role and a
system, to achieve a goal) and Use Case Diagrams are all the rage for
software suppliers and although such techniques can be very useful, they
don’t have to be the only thing which should be incorporated into such
documents.
For example, what about screenshots, wireframes, file formats, flow
diagrams, system maps, mapping documents and so on. A Blueprint
doesn’t even have to be a document: how about mocked-up
software/prototypes or links to configured software during the Design
Workshops now held in a sandbox.
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If we are truly trying to create a method whereby we can 'document' as
closely as possible what we want and thus increase the likelihood of
success, then don’t be held back by trendy engineering processes – make
sure you understand what you are getting.

38.

Ask suppliers about their implementation approach and project
management - get them to show you the software and
documents they use

The implementation approach and associated project management that a
supplier uses is one of the key success factors to any database
implementation. So ask all your potential suppliers about this.
Ask about what sort of implementation methodology they follow.
Waterfall, Agile, a mixture - I have my own views as to the benefits of
each for CRM implementations but I'd be more concerned if a supplier
couldn't explain what they were doing and, more importantly, why and
the reasons they do do this. And if that fits with your way of thinking,
fantastic, you're off to a good start. But even if not, then you could still
see this as a good opportunity to challenge yourselves as to whether you
definitely are considering the best approach to your implementation, or
whether there are other (better?) options too.
Hand-in-hand with this is the supplier's approach to project management.
You will of course need your own internal project manager, but the
supplier should also be allocating their own project manager to the project
too. Ask the supplier about that. Who would you be working with, what is
their background and experience, how do they get trained, what is their
approach to working with you, what is their specific role in the project,
what clout do they have in their company and so on.
I also like to see any internal software and project documents which
suppliers use for such an approach. Do they have project management
software (it doesn't have to be Microsoft Project, and anyway, that itself is
not the be-all-and-end-all to project management). How do they record
the work they are doing with you, how do they document your needs,
your workshops, the decisions you all make, the change requests. Do they
have an online system you can at least view and even input into. What
about risk registers, project meetings, data migration documents,
mapping documents and so on.
Don't skimp on this. Quiz the suppliers. Make them work for it. Be sure
that you believe that they can support you during the implementation.
The better ones can.
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39.

Ask suppliers about their people - then ask again. And make
sure you meet staff you will be working with

Another absolutely critical part of any procurement and subsequent
implementation is getting the right people from the right supplier. You can
meet the most charming and knowledgeable salesperson and then find
that the implementation team know next to nothing and have no empathy
with you. (Conversely, even if you don't like a salesperson, if their project
team are good people then you might well overlook the dodgy salesman!)
So ask the supplier about who in their company you could be working
with, what are their skills and backgrounds, what other charity projects
have they worked on, what commercial projects they have worked on,
why are they good, how are they trained, what is their knowledge of
fundraising (or membership or service delivery…). Get their cv's.
And meet them. Meet the actual people who will be working on your
project. It is a sad fact that some companies roll out their 'A team' during
a sales presentation and then at your kick-off workshop an entirely new
team arrives at your office.
My caveat to this is that you need to do all this at the right time of your
procurement process. There is less point in doing it too early in a
procurement process and it is less fair to the suppliers. If you ask them
when they are still, say, one of six possible suppliers and when you are
still six months ahead of a project start for the definite people you will be
working with then they almost certainly won’t be able to commit to
allocating person x at that time. By all means meet the people you might
be working with at that sort of timescale, and then once you are down to
your final few suppliers then you can start to be more firm with them and
ask them for actual names.

40.

Hold Mock workshops during the procurement to assess the
Lead Consultants

You’ll know by now that I believe that one of the most important things
for any database implementation is the database supplier. And within the
supplier relationship, one of the most important relationships will be that
of the supplier’s 'lead consultant' and your staff. So you need to make
sure that such a relationship will work for you. And one way to do that is
to hold 'mock workshops' during the procurement process.
In almost all fundraising database and CRM system implementations you
are going to have some sort of initial 'discovery phase'. This might be as
simple as two or three days with the supplier where they take you through
the options, discuss your needs and configure their system with you;
through to several months of intense work with many workshops,
software prototyping sessions, business analysis work and more.
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Personally, I think that this is one of the most important parts of your
implementation. Get it right and the subsequent system development will
have every chance of going well; get it wrong and you're starting off down
the wrong path from the word go. Not good.
So it therefore leads on naturally that whoever the supplier allocates to
work with you as their "lead consultant" not only has to have the skills,
experience and empathy to do this well, but also has to be someone who
you trust and who is right for you. That job title may go under various
guises but essentially it is the person from the supplier who will lead you
through the workshops, who will work with you in defining how the
systems should be for you, will do a variance of business analysis of some
sort, maybe even some project management, and will, as a result, work
very closely with your staff.
So to find out if a supplier's lead consultant is good and is going to work
well with your staff, one thing you can do during your procurement
process is hold a 'mock workshop'. i.e. Arrange a session whereby a
supplier's lead consultant visits your office and leads a session with some
of your staff. Then see how that goes. The importance of this is not so
much the subject of such a workshop, but more about the approach which
the consultant takes, their connection with your staff, the confidence they
do (or don't) bring to your team, and so on. I have done this a few times
and it has always been useful.
I wouldn't suggest doing it with all your potential suppliers and you need
to wait until you are some way into the procurement process so that any
short-listed suppliers can say who you would be working with if they did
win your contract. So I would normally do this with, say, just the last two
shortlisted suppliers when we are getting close to making a decision. It is
therefore one of the things we can bring into the final decision process.
And if you want to take this a step further then don’t just ask for a mock
workshop but also ask the supplier and lead consultant to then go back to
their office for a few days/weeks and then return to show you what they
would do with the knowledge they have gained from you. e.g. ask them to
configure an aspect of their software for you based on the workshop
subject, and/or ask them to show what documents they might create from
such work. (NB Be fair if you do this! Don't expect a supplier to spend
weeks of their time customising their software at this point of a
procurement, so choose a key aspect of your work which does require the
supplier to show what they can do but still means they are happy to do
so).
Yes this is more time and work for you and your staff, and of course for
the supplier(s) too, but it is absolutely time well spent. It's such a critical
part of your project that anything you can do like this to try to improve
the chance of success can only help.
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41.

Ask suppliers about Risk management

Understanding risk is a key aspect of any project, and understanding a
supplier's view of risk can be useful and enlightening. Ask them what they
think the key risks are for your project, why they think that, and what
they suggest are good mitigation plans. This should be both in terms of
risks on your side as a potential client and also in terms of their own
internal project risk management too. And do listen to them - your
potential suppliers are hopefully companies who implement databases a
lot, so they may well be able to give you some insightful learnings.

42.

Don't just look at a supplier's full client list - who have they
sold to in the last 12-24 months?

Some NFP specialist database suppliers have of course been around for
many years and some will still have clients who they sold to some time
ago. They will therefore probably have a decent client list. But not all
companies are necessarily still selling their product in the same quantities
now as they were once doing. And that can say something about the
supplier and/or their software.
I would therefore suggest that when you are looking at a supplier's client
list that you find out specifically which organisations (or at least how
many) have bought their software in the last six months, twelve months,
twenty-four months. It's not all about volume of course, a small company
may only ever sell to a small number of charities and they may still be
right for you, but it is about understanding if a supplier is selling much
more or much less than they were a few years ago.

43.

Be fair to the suppliers! It will help you.

This may sound a strange thing to say to some readers! But it's important
and I really believe you should do this. And there are several specific
areas where I think you should remember this point:
First, in terms of approach during the procurement, treat all suppliers
equally, even your incumbent supplier if you have one and if they are
bidding for your new system. Ask them all the same questions, give them
all the same time when meeting you, give them all the same background
documents, ask them all for the same information and so on. And don't
try to "trick" them with underhand questions. It's fine to be probing and
dig deeply when you do meet and question them, that's of course part of
the process, and even to ask blunt questions if you want/have to, but I
don't see any benefit in being underhand about this. Give them all the
best chance that they have to impress you.
That doesn't mean you have to ask exactly the same set of questions to
each supplier - you are bound to have different areas of concern with
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different suppliers, and CRM and fundraising package suppliers may also
require different questions. But keep the heart of the questions the same.
I have now also (mostly) started to tell all the short-listed suppliers in a
tender situation who the other short-listed suppliers are. That's up to you
of course and I know some buyers don't like to do this. But I find it quite
interesting - because it can show some people (salespeople in particular)
in their true colours: so if a supplier does bad-mouth a competitor then
that says something about them. All salespeople are there to sell of
course, and a degree of competitive selling can be acceptable but if a
company representative does truly bad-mouth someone else then you
need to consider if that is the sort of person you want to work with. Or
maybe it doesn't matter to you.
Second, give suppliers open and honest feedback during the procurement
process when it is right and fair to do so. If their costs are very high then
maybe you need to consider saying that; conversely, if you think they've
under-estimated a specific part of your project then tell them and ask
them about that. Maybe they genuinely mis-understood something or
maybe such an exchange will show you that they are not right for you.
But don't cut off your nose to spite your face and refuse to enter a
conversation just because a supplier has already had a chance to say one
thing at one time. Remember, you're trying to buy the best product for
your charity.
And when it comes to giving unsuccessful suppliers feedback as to why
they weren't selected, be as open and honest as you can. I have had a
few painful conversations in the past with unsuccessful suppliers but I
think it has helped them and me with future projects at later dates.
Thirdly, do respect each supplier's competitive information. I never tell
suppliers how much another supplier proposed charging - not in terms of
specifics. I never ever give suppliers documents from their competitors.
The key caveat to this point is that if your preferred supplier is more
expensive than others then you can certainly tell them that fact and use
that as a bargaining tool.
And finally, don't beat your supplier down to such a low cost that they will
simply not bother doing the work as well as they could do.
All that said, please don't get me wrong - I am not saying that you should
be so open with all suppliers so that you tell them everything they ask and
that you lose all competitive edge. You are of course allowed to hold some
of your cards close to your chest! Just treat them as you would want to be
treated yourself.

44.

Be cautious of the "360 degree view" sales pitch

Vendors love to tell you that their system can give you a "360 degree
view of your supporters". And it sounds great when they do! But if they do
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then pause and consider: what are they actually proposing? What does it
mean? And as importantly, what do you actually need?
Before continuing this tip, it would be useful to clarify what I mean by
"360 degree view": One of the most common data - and thus fundraising issues for a charity is that there are so many data silos in an organisation;
i.e. multiple databases and spreadsheets. And therefore, we can't see
every contact point (often called "touch points" if you're being data-cool)
which a donor or supporter has had with us.
And if that is the case, then: we might be contacting them without
knowing specific things about them; we might contact them
inappropriately; different people might contact them without knowing a
key point about the supporter; multiple people might contact them at the
same time for different reasons and risk losing, say, a key donation; we
might not be maximising the most we could get from a supporter; we
might not be keeping up with data protection/freedom of information
requirements; we might not be able to analyse a supporter/groups of
supporters as comprehensively as we could do - and as importantly as all
that, we might not be treating the supporter as they would like to be
treated.
These are all good reasons for potentially wanting a 360 degree view.
But what about the data itself? Even if we want a 360 view and we know
why we want it, then what should that view show? Does it really have to
show "everything" about a supporter? And even if it should do, can it?!
Can we ever see/collect all contact points?
I guess, ideally, yes it should show everything - that is the only way to
really see a "complete" picture of a supporter. But how do we really know
we are collecting everything? Is everyone in the charity entering every
interaction with every supporter? Unlikely. Or even if they are, then it
could well be on a local version of Outlook, a spreadsheet somewhere, a
third-party online database.
I should also clarify "everything". A 360 degree view does not necessarily
mean creating one behemothic, single database which is your only
database where you store all your data. Very often, a 360 degree view
(almost by definition of "view") will just contain key data sourced from
multiple databases within your organisation - just enough to ensure it can
do... whatever it is you are trying to do with the 360 system.
So do you really want one? Could be. Their potential benefits can be
great. And don't let my last few paragraphs stop you from trying to create
your 360 degree view if you do decide it is right for you! Even if we can't
definitely say we are collecting everything, then that isn't a reason not to
try to set-up a 360 degree view if you see the benefits of having one for
your organisation and your needs. Just be aware it might not be
everything. Start-off with what you know and build it up as you find more
sources, more people who might use it and as you identify more benefits
from doing so.
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Finally, assuming you do have multiple systems at your organisation highly likely no matter how centralised you try to make a centralised
CRM/fundraising database - then there is always the technical challenge of
actually achieving a 360 degree view. That is not always as easy as one
might hope.
So as we can now see, very often a supplier's system will have nothing to
do with whether or not you can see a 360 degree view of a supporter,
because there is so much more to it than the software. And when a
supplier tells you that you will be able to get a 360 degree view of your
contacts if you use their database then bear all the above in mind. It isn't
the supplier that is going to be doing all that - it's you!

45.

Consider getting a mix of suppliers with NFP and commercial
experience

Historically, when buying traditional fundraising packages, most such
suppliers only worked with not-for-profit organisations. Or if they did
some work with commercial organisations then it was probably minimal.
But now, with the introduction of the new CRM systems, many suppliers of
these databases have come from a background of supplying CRM to
commercial organisations. And it can therefore be an interesting
procurement exercise to mix your potential suppliers between those who
are still dedicated to working only with NFPs and those who work with
charities and for-profit companies.
The main reason for this is that it might give you a very different view of
how you could implement and approach the system, whoever you end up
implementing with. (i.e. Even if you select a traditional database supplier,
there is nothing to stop you putting into practise the things you might
have learned during the procurement from those suppliers who supply to
commercial organisations too). As I discussed in an earlier tip in this book,
there are of course pros and cons to suppliers who have less
fundraising/NFP knowledge but you don't have to ask a CRM supplier with
zero charity knowledge to pitch - there are plenty now who have NFP
divisions within their company or who are maybe specialising in two or
three vertical sectors with NFPs being one of them.
Again, as I said earlier, I do think we can be too insular in the sector and
to open up to commercial options and ideas for CRM is not necessarily a
bad thing. So consider mixing it up a bit - I'm pretty sure you'll learn a lot
from doing so.

46.

Keep Other Charities’ Changes of Database Supplier in
Perspective

If you are considering the procurement of a new fundraising database
package and you talk to another charity about what they use, then you
may well find that they have migrated from one "recognised" fundraising
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package supplier to another, or to/from the CRM systems now available to
you. As such, you might therefore wonder why someone is no longer
using the very system which you were considering buying.
My message is: don't necessarily worry, find out more about each such
situation and don't lose sight of the more important factors in any
database implementation: the data, the people and your business
processes.
Of course, if you find patterns of desertion from one system then that
could be an issue and if you do find no-one who can give you good
feedback about supplier X then that should at least make you think twice.
Equally, there could be good reasons for a charity to move to a new
supplier: their 'old' database might not be appropriate for them anymore
(e.g. they could have grown out of it, changed technology platform); inhouse skill-sets may have changed; the supplier's costs might have
escalated significantly; the supplier may have been selling, or now be
selling multiple systems and therefore have dropped support for one
database. Or the 'old' supplier might not be providing perceived value
anymore, might not be releasing new versions, might have cut-back
severely on support etc.
But all too often a new system is purchased for reasons not truly central
to the database software itself: a new senior manager might arrive at a
charity and prefer database X; there could be loss of faith in the 'old'
database when in actual fact it was more down to the charity's poor data,
lack of training, lack of investment, a great database manager leaving and
not being replaced etc etc; there could be a misunderstanding or lack of
knowledge about the capabilities of the old database; an out-of-date
version might be being used; or a charity's IT infrastructure might be so
poor that the old database is running so slowly that any modern database
would struggle…
And with the more successful database suppliers, if even a small
percentage of their clients are unhappy, then that will be more visible to
the market compared to a smaller supplier who might only have one or
two users jump ship over time.
So consider carefully if you hear about a charity moving between
fundraising systems and you are thinking about buying the database
which that charity just dropped. Try to understand why that charity
replaced their old system, who was involved with that decision, how long
ago - what they learned from the process. Talk to as many such other
charities as you can and get a broader picture. And remember that
whatever system you buy, the software is still only one part of the success
of that new database.
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COSTS
TCO : Integration : Professional Services : T&M or Fixed Price : Small
Budgets

47.

TCO revisited - the influence of the Cloud & CRM

The concept of 'Total Cost of Ownership' (TCO) is not new although at its
extreme it can be complex. For the purpose of this book I am simplifying
it slightly whereby when I say TCO, I mean the importance of not just
considering the software cost on day one, but calculating the on-going
costs too, and the supplier's professional services, and the potential of
cloud/hosting vs on-premise hardware, so that you end up with a
comparison of total costs over, say, five years.
Because of the widespread adoption of the Cloud and the potential of the
new CRM systems, this sort of calculation has changed over the recent
years. I therefore now suggest the following areas as the key parts of any
TCO calculation:
Software: Initial Procurement Costs
•

Software licenses: Regardless of the type of license, you need to make
sure you are comparing like-for-like across all your potential options.
So include not just any 'core module' but also any additional
modules/apps which you need to be able to compare apples with
apples.

•

Perpetual vs Monthly/Annual (subscription) licenses: You will either
pay a one-off price for a perpetual license or monthly/annual license
costs. To be able to compare, annualise any monthly licenses into an
annual cost; and if you have a combination of suppliers who are
quoting one-off and subscription licenses, then I would suggest you
allocate the first year’s Annualised cost to be able to compare them.
We will incorporate the on-going costs for monthly/annual licenses in
the Annual Costs section below.

•

User numbers: Concurrent vs Named vs Client/Workstation vs Site.
Concurrent users means you can install the software on as many
clients as you like but only x users can use it at any one time; Named
users means you must pay for every named person you want to use
the software (regardless of where they access it from);
Client/workstation licenses mean you pay per PC/device you install the
software on; and a Site license generally gives you unlimited users for
"a site" - but the definition of a site needs clarification with each
supplier. If you have a mixture of Concurrent vs Named/Client licenses
in your potential software, then a reasonable rule of thumb is to
assume you will need between 1.5:1 to 2:1 ratio of named/client
licenses to concurrent.
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•

Don't forget: Third-party software/apps, SQL Server/CAL licenses.

Hosting/Storage
•

Cloud vs On-premise vs Hosting: This is comparatively simple to cost
at an "explicit" level but can be very difficult when looking more
deeply. At a simple level, Cloud systems will probably include x Gb of
storage with your standard price and then you pay extra for every
additional Gb you need. Bear in mind that can add up, especially for
larger databases. You will therefore need to work with potential CRM
suppliers to calculate how much storage you will need - and then add
more to allow for future growth. That can be difficult. With third-party
hosting, it is also comparatively easy to get quotes per server or per
Gb. With on-premise solutions, the explicit cost is of course the
hardware and associated software - but the harder costs are the fact
that your internal IT staff will need to maintain that hardware, which is
why Cloud salespeople say Cloud is so much cheaper. What makes that
more difficult is that your IT staff are not dedicated 100% to looking
after your one server - their time will be costed across multiple
services, so it isn't that easy. For on-premise, you should probably also
allow for the cost of new servers every n years, depending on your
organisation's policy.

•

Costs for Development, Staging (testing) and Production environments
(or even others such as Training, a Sandbox etc): If you need multiple
environments then the above costs can increase. In an ideal world
your Staging and Production environments would be exactly the same,
but you can certainly have lower specs for your Development
environment.

•

Remember again to allow for all such costs over a period of n years.

Internal Project Team
•

Except for small database implementations, you will almost certainly
need specific costs for an internal project team, back-filling etc. See
the tip later in this chapter for further discussion on this.

•

Such costs could vary depending on the type of software or supplier
you select.

Supplier Professional Services
•

Blueprinting/Discovery phase. More and more suppliers, especially for
mid-large projects of any database, and for many CRM systems
regardless of size, are now recommending an initial phase at the start
of the implementation for 'blueprinting', 'Detailed Requirement
Gathering', 'Creating a Functional specification' and so on. Again, see
the detailed tip later in this chapter for more discussion on this.

•

Design phase: Some suppliers could then charge for a Design phase
where they take the information from the Discovery Phase and apply it
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in far more detail to create a 'Design document' which will say exactly
what they will do and which you will sign-off.
•

Configuration/development costs. Thereafter, all suppliers will
configure and develop the database. This may include further
workshops and on-site work depending on the software and supplier.

•

Customisation costs: I am distinguishing these from Configuration
because of the type of work it is – and once again, refer to the later tip
in this chapter for more discussion.

•

Other project support: e.g. installation, UAT, post-live support etc

•

Training costs.

•

Other consultancy/project management costs

Data migration
•

I have separated these from the rest of the Supplier Professional
Services because, for any database larger than a simple spreadsheet,
they can be harder to cost up-front, until a supplier has had the chance
to look at your existing database in detail. For larger projects, this
won't come cheap.

Integration
•

If your project involves integration of any sort, from receiving online
donations on your own website, or data from JustGiving, through to
importing data from fulfilment houses and exporting to finance
systems - or more - then these costs can start to add up. The tip later
in this chapter discusses this more.

•

Bear in mind 'integration' can mean different things to different people
and to different suppliers so be careful when comparing costs and
approaches. Talk to all suppliers to clarify any uncertainties.

Annual (on-going) Costs
i.e. for years 2-5 for the purpose of comparing TCOs, and thereafter of
course for the remainder of the system lifetime.
•

Software Support/Maintenance: Most traditional fundraising package
suppliers charge x% per year for software support/maintenance but
that often includes future upgrades too. With CRM systems, the
business partners you implement the software with will also likely
charge annual support costs which will vary depending on whether
they are selling a 'template' solution, developing from 'vanilla' etc.

•

Software licenses: If you are paying on a monthly/annual basis then
you will of course continue to pay such costs every year. To compare,
annualise them and compare over n years.
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Other Costs
I do also want to emphasise that there are any number of other,
additional potential costs in a fundraising or CRM implementation, from
hardware and workstations, to PAF and banking validation software, other
people costs, paying fulfilment houses and other suppliers to change file
formats and so on and so on. But the above is hopefully the core,
comparable costs which will help you compare the different suppliers as
fairly and evenly as possible.

48.

TCO Revisited: Packages vs CRM Systems

The key difference in costing traditional fundraising packages and CRM
systems is that - usually - the packages will have a higher, initial license
cost but potentially lower implementation costs because they have in-built
fundraising functionality, whereas the CRM systems will probably have
lower license outlay but cost more to implement because there will be
more work to configure them for your requirements. Do remember this
because any initial costs you are given by suppliers may or may not allow
for that, especially if you are just asking for ball-park figures early on
during your research.
That said, these two approaches are starting to blur more as new
companies are creating 'fundraising templates' for CRM systems, and as
such, charging more for them but lowering implementation costs. And
some of the companies who have been selling traditional fundraising
systems are now branching out into more "CRM-oriented" approaches. So
as much as this tip is a decent rule of thumb to follow, like anything, the
rule is there to be broken.
I often, but not always, find that for any one project, the costs of both
approaches are reasonably comparable, but of course with different
emphasis on the type of spend and approach. This is especially true with
'mid-size' implementations in my experience.

49.

The Discovery/Blueprint phase is now very common so do
budget for it

For mid-large database projects in particular, you will probably create
some form of tender document/request for proposal. And within that, you
will ask the prospective suppliers to cost the project. However, even if you
do and even if you have a very detailed ITT/RFP, it is extremely unlikely
that any supplier will be able to give you a firm price at that stage. And as
importantly, it is only when you get to the stage of working with your
chosen supplier, that you will get down to the required level of detail to be
able to set such a budget.
Which is why - except maybe with pure Agile project management - the
first thing which so many suppliers now do when they kick-off a project is
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an initial 'Blueprinting' or 'Discovery' or 'Fit-Gap' phase, or the creation of
a 'Functional Specification'. And it's a phase which I think is becoming
more useful and more critical for successful projects.
This will involve a number of workshops or discovery sessions or one-toones between your supplier and your Subject Matter Experts/other key
staff, where the supplier can drill down into much more detail as to your
needs and wishes. And the outcome will (probably) be a series of
documents which will show these requirements and which will mean the
supplier can then provide a much more accurate budget, maybe even a
fixed cost if you and they agree on that approach.
I personally think this is a very good thing to do for everyone involved
and I would recommend you do budget for this as part of your costs.

50.

The lowest cost does not mean the best value cost

This is a simple message and I suspect it is well known by most readers,
but I still come across charities who automatically select the lowest cost
during a selection process. Apart from the fact that I have often found
that the lowest cost is not a "true" lowest cost over n years using any sort
of TCO model, it still doesn’t hold water that the lowest explicit cost
actually provides the best value and the most appropriate system for that
charity. Hopefully, everything else in this book will help show that there is
so much more to "cost", but this single, short tip is still a critical point on
its own.

51.

Should I tell prospective suppliers my budget?

I’m reluctant to tell prospective suppliers what my maximum budget is for
my new database. On the one hand, if I do so then I am pretty sure that
the better and more ethical suppliers who know their system will cost
more than my top level will bow out and just say they can’t do it for such
a budget. On the other hand, I am giving away a very important part of
my potential negotiation factors if I need such a hand later in the
procurement. And although I would hope that I could spot a supplier who
then tried to bump up their professional services so that their costs
managed to come just within my budget, I don’t know if that would be
obvious to everyone.
So instead, when I am sounding out suppliers as to how much their
software and implementation might cost and they ask me for a budget, I
tend to keep this to very broad ranges. "Less than £30,000," I might say,
or "Above £100,000…" A canny supplier may respond with, "So could they
afford our typical project of £250,000?" and if I know my client clearly
can’t then I can say no, or if I know they can then even if I say yes, then I
am not saying what the maximum budget is.
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I realise that some people might consider this a bit too much of a game
and it is of course important to be open and honest about your rough
budget, and there is no point in asking a supplier to pitch when I know
that a charity simply cannot afford their solution. But as I said above, it’s
unavoidable that cost is going to ultimately be one of the most important
factors for many procurements so I personally don’t want to show my
cards so early. We can still run a good, open, fair procurement process
and ensure that the charity gets the best price they can and that the
supplier gets what their software and services are worth.

52.

Integration Costs: Where to Start - and Where to Finish…?!

Integration is one of those words which can mean so many different
things to different people. So for the purposes of this book, I don’t mean
integration with third-party software such as office or PAF software, but
rather the need for data exchange or synchronisation between your new
database system and other data sources/databases. And as such, for any
significant new database you will almost certainly have some integration
of some sort.
As mentioned previously, the sort of examples which you may need to
consider include: receiving online donations, event registrations or any
other data from your own website; data from JustGiving, VMG and other
peer-to-peer fundraising websites; data importing/exchange with
fulfilment houses; and data exporting to finance systems.
And sadly, such costs can start to add up and they ain't necessarily cheap.
So a few key things to consider are as follows:
•

Have you identified all external data sources?

•

Just because something was integrated in your existing (legacy)
database, doesn't mean it will be easy to integrate it in your new CRM,
at least not necessarily on day one.

•

Do you really need real-time integration? People often say they do, but
how critical is it? The reason you need to ask is because real-time
integration usually means more complex integration and higher costs –
in the first place and on-going.

•

As such, batch process integration is still more popular than real-time
for most charities, and even for many corporates.

•

Custom-coded integrations are barriers to change, especially for small
organisations. This is because they are more complex and more
specialist to create and far more time-consuming and expensive to
change later. Keep it simple for future simplicity and to keep down
costs.
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•

You don’t need to make exclusive choices on integration - you could do
one integration in one way (e.g. integrating your website and your
database) and several other integrations another way.

•

Watch out for "integration transaction" costs when implementing APIs.
If you do go down the route of using API services for integration then
some systems (e.g. some cloud CRM systems) will charge extra if you
go over x transactions per day. And although the starting point of
charging can often seem like it only kicks-in with high volumes, a
single "integration transaction" through an API is not necessarily, say,
a single financial transaction (donation) from a website; i.e. using an
API to add a single donation to your database might involve multiple
API transactions.

53.

How do you compare like-for-like on CRM Suppliers’
Professional Services?

Charities can be confused or surprised that one supplier can claim to do
something so much more cheaply than another - and I know some
suppliers who have themselves been cheesed off that a competitor has
quoted so much less when they really believe that their competitor can't
come close to offering the same services as they are doing with such a
budget. Which, sadly, can entice the first supplier to 'minimise' their
options too when they know they should be recommending the charity
buys more… it’s a vicious circle. And thus the charity can't compare all the
suppliers' professional services equally.
Here's how I approach this potential conundrum and some specific things
to look out for:
•

Comparing like-for-like is important as much as possible. I understand
this is the core of the matter but the important thing is to break down
the suppliers' services costs into comparable sections; e.g.
Specification, Development, Deployment, Data Migration, Post Go-live
Support, Project Management etc. It is quite likely that different
suppliers may have different terms for the same thing (e.g. discovery
phase or requirements document; configuration or development) but
you need to understand that and thus be able to compare apples with
apples. Ask suppliers to detail what they are actually offering in their
written proposal and that should help you. Ideally, ask them to quote
under the sub-headings which you want (although even when I do that
I still find at least one supplier doesn’t play ball…) But be aware that,
say, if one company is offering two days training and another ten days
then that isn’t truly like-for-like, and the question therefore is whether
one is under-estimating or the other over-estimating, or whether both
could be right! See below for more thoughts on that awkward point.

•

Ensure you include/consider all possible costs for all suppliers – even if
some suppliers haven’t included them in their quotes/proposals. Some
such costs will definitely be needed for all suppliers’ proposals (e.g.
training, data migration), so if a supplier has not quoted for such an
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item at all, then ask them why not or make an allowance. That said,
some costs may not be critical for all implementations (e.g. additional
report writing, even go-live support for smaller projects) so in some
instances it may genuinely be that some solutions will require different
services.
•

Comparing traditional, dedicated fundraising packages vs generic CRM
systems. As detailed in an earlier tip, these may well be different. You
just need to ensure you understand why and what the implications are.

•

Training: There can be all sorts of different ways of quoting for
training, aside from the fact that one supplier may, say, recommend
three days and another twelve days. For example, on/off-site training;
user vs admin/power-users; "generic system training" (e.g. Salesforce
admin training) vs system-specific; training all users vs train-thetrainer approach; and so on. Check each quote. And see below about
my thoughts on dramatically different quotes of, say, the number of
days required.

•

Integration, say, with your website: Integrating with your website to
automate data integration with your fundraising database for online
donations, event registrations etc can really vary in the functionality
being offered, as well as the simplicity, ability, technical approach,
comprehensiveness, customisation, automation and, thus, cost. Check
out exactly what each supplier is or is not quoting for and how
accurate they feel they are being about such pricing. In an especially
large or complex procurement, this might be one thing you have to
consider separately or even just make an allowance for across the
board. Either that or really work the suppliers to prove their approach
and costs even during the procurement process.

•

Data Migration. This is one of the hardest costs to compare. It is one of
the hardest areas for any supplier to provide a quote on unless they
spend some time looking at your data or unless they have a standard
cost and just accept that they may spend more time on some project
than others in doing this work. I would personally be cautious of the
latter approach as I would be wary of what they were really offering
and at what level of quality. I personally prefer quotes specifically
oriented at my client's requirements. You can therefore take the
estimate the supplier has given you and balance that against the other
suppliers, but I would also talk further to any supplier who has quoted
significantly less than the others. Why have they done that? What
does/doesn’t it include? Do you have simple or complex data? A single
or multiple sources? Are they allowing for multiple trial migrations as
part of the project and thus charging less/more? And so on. One
simple if crude approach, unless you have solid reasons to think
otherwise, is to take the highest quote of all your suppliers and, for the
purposes of your budget requirements, put that against them all. This
takes this out of the equation in terms of pure costs.

•

Of course, some systems will be different. Some will require less or
more configuration, even if both are fundraising packages. Some may
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require less/more training, and so on. Talk to the suppliers, talk to
their customers when you take references, and talk to other charities
online, at events etc. The most important thing here is that when you
do get some suppliers charging for something which another is not,
then make sure you understand why. If it’s acceptable then fair
enough and that can therefore of course be a benefit; if not, get them
to quote or incorporate an allowance.
•

Separate 'day rates' from 'number of days'. Continuing much of the
above, but explicitly so, make sure you don’t just look at the suppliers’
costs but ensure you look at how many days work you get for those
costs.

•

Some suppliers are simply more/less expensive. Some will have
different day rates, some will insist on more project management,
some will have pre-configured solutions/templates, some will offer
discounts. And so on and so on…

A good rule of thumb is: if one supplier has quoted for a specific service
but another has not, then ask yourself - and then probably the second
supplier - why this is. There may be a good reason for it - e.g. it may be
incorporated in another cost - but if it is needed and they haven't included
it in their costs then bear that in mind...
In general, if one company quotes a lot less than the other(s)… then go
back and ask them about it. There’s nothing wrong with telling them that
other suppliers have quoted for a lot more (although I wouldn’t
personally, necessarily say the names of such suppliers), so why are they
quoting so much less. They might be able to explain why you need less
development time, or their in-house knowledge of your current system
means that they know they can do something in less days; their software
might be much simpler/limited in terms of functionality/customisation etc
so they might really not need to do so much work on it (although you
then need to remember that when comparing different systems...); or, for
example, it might be that they genuinely believe you don’t need so much
training.
Or it might be that they had a caveat somewhere else in their proposal
which stated they were only offering x days training and that you would
need more if you wanted X,Y,Z… You’ll then at least be able to compare
better, and you can then decide if that was a genuine oversight by that
company or whether it was bit disingenuous.
Or if they still insist that they can do it cheaper than everyone else but
without the above assurances then you will need to decide if you believe
them or not. Ask to speak to other customers they have, dig deeper into
their approach, maybe run a 'mock workshop' with them on the area you
are unsure about etc.
Do not assume that if company X has said you only need ten days of their
time, and company Y and Z have both said you’ll need thirty, then X will
ultimately be cheaper or better or right for you. Of course they may be -
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but it may be that they are offering less, both in terms of work and
functionality, or they may be implying you "might" need more but haven’t
included that in their "core costs".

54.

Make sure you budget for your internal project team

In all but the smallest project, you will find that you will need some sort of
internal project team. At the very least, a project manager (PM), who for
smaller implementations might be able to do it part-time, but for anything
but that will need to be full-time. You can either employ a contractor as a
PM or you can use an existing staff member - but if you do the latter then
make sure you backfill their post. They cannot do both!
If you have a database manager (for your existing database) then their
knowledge and experience will mean they will invariably be heavily
involved in the new project - so budget for backfill for some/all of their
time. They will need to be involved and you can't just employ someone
from outside to do the role that they will be needed for on the project
itself. And if you have a data analyst then they will also need to get
involved, although in theory, depending on their project role, that might
be something which a contractor could do.
It will also be highly likely that someone from your IT team, your
web/digital team and finance department will also need to be involved
with the project, but I usually find that their involvement is not so large
that they need to be backfilled.
Additionally, any or all of the following roles could be needed: test
manager, trainer, change manager, maybe a report writer, maybe a
'finance lead' (working on your key financial operational processes) and
maybe project support. I also really believe in a role called a Solution
Owner - see the next tip below for more details on that.
And if you do see the need for other staff members do be more than just
mildly involved with the project then consider a budget for their backfill
too.

55.

Consider a budget for a Solution Owner role

For some mid-size fundraising and CRM implementations and definitely for
large implementations, I believe that there is an additional role - or skillset - which is required and which goes beyond what a traditional project
manager (PM) would normally offer: which is the need for someone to
become a central 'hub' to the project in terms of understanding the
holistic solution - not the project management aspects. i.e. The Solution
Owner.
The key thing for such a role is that it should be someone who
understands (or can learn) not only the charity's requirements and
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strategies but also fundraising/charity requirements more generally, as
well as CRM, software and technology. The reason for this is because the
implementation of sophisticated, flexible (and often expensive) fundraising
and CRM software systems is of course not just about the software but
about building/configuring and using it with the people and processes in
mind - and understanding the whole approach, design, dependencies and
implications of design.
This means that when someone on the project, or a user or manager in
the charity has a question as to how the solution will work or how
something fits in, or queries what will happen if we change something or
what it will mean if something is left out and so on, then the Solution
Owner can be in a position where they can provide an answer - or know
who they should ask in order to get an answer. It's a key need.
Ultimately, the role provides the charity with a central point of contact for
design understanding and fundamental decision making and would usually
also help provide requirements information.
Clearly this is not just Project Management. But I also believe that this is
not a technical role - i.e. not a Solution Architect, nor a postimplementation Solution Owner (a role you do sometimes see advertised
for), where it is more likely that it will need someone who is closer to the
technical aspects of the system.
And as I stated above, the principle thing is that such a role should ideally
be someone who understands the business - i.e. your fundraising - and
technology too. That way, they can help the charity and advise them on
specific options as the project progresses.
I've also come to the conclusion that this is an especially indispensable
role when implementing the (new) CRM systems where you can do so
much with such systems and where it is not just a matter of configuring
an existing vertical sector solution (such as a fundraising or membership
package) - although it is by no means exclusively a requirement for CRM.
Without such input, there is a real danger that you could go off down one
route without understanding the implications, that you could overcustomise a system too much when a simpler, alternative option could
have been better, or you could lose track of just what is dependent on
what and what interacts with what, which a central resource should be
able to resolve. And the project team, client-side and supplier-side, will
not have a single point of reference to help co-ordinate central
requirements.
The Solution Owner is, IMHO, becoming a pivotal role for CRM and
database implementations and is only likely to become more so.

56.

The Pros and Cons of Fixed price and T&M

Historically in the NFP sector, especially for fundraising/membership
requirements, and in particular in small-mid size implementations,
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because the databases have been packages specifically oriented for our
requirements, the database suppliers have usually been able to provide a
fixed cost for a project once they receive an ITT/RFP. Or at least, a quote
which is accurate within reason and with minimal caveats. Inevitably,
change requests come out of any project so there may be some
allowances needed.
But with the coming of the CRM systems, and a slight shift by some
charities towards a more flexible tender process, so there has been a
recognition that it isn't that straight forward to request or deliver a fixed
price so early in the procurement process.
Hence, partly, why the earlier tip detailing the Blueprinting/Discovery
phase has become more popular. Because from that it is possible to get a
far more accurate costing; and for some charities it could still be useful to
get a fixed price at that point. The benefits are clear: everyone is working
towards a single cost, there should be no questions over it except where
changes are requested and if it is a fair cost then it works well for both
parties. The potential issues are that any such project needs a very clear
and well defined set of written deliverables for Fixed Cost to work, a
supplier may be perceived (rightly or wrongly) as only doing 'just enough'
to make sure they meet any set requirements and it doesn't allow much
malleability during the implementation.
The alternative is of course T&M - Time and Materials - whereby a supplier
charges a day rate for the actual work they do. The pros and cons are the
opposite of fixed price: there is a fear that, as a client, we can't tell if a
supplier is doing things as quickly as they could be, that we could be
paying for things we don't really need, and that we could be paying for
things to be re-developed as we go along. But it does offer a more flexible
approach and as long as we have been given fair estimates of such costs
(either immediately after the ITT or after any blueprint/discovery phase)
then we should be able to keep a handle on such costs - especially with
any decent supplier who will keep us up-to-date on all costs on all aspects
of the project as they progress.
I think that small projects should certainly be able to have a fixed price if
the client wants one. With large projects and even mid-size projects, and
especially those implementing CRM systems, I am now more open to a
T&M approach. It definitely needs careful management, monitoring,
documentation and understanding, but done well it can provide a
favourable outcome for all.

57.

What should you do if you really have zero budget for a new
CRM or Fundraising database?

As much as I always promote having an appropriate budget for your
fundraising or CRM database, and as much as I try to enforce the
understanding that free software doesn’t mean zero cost, I also realise
that sometimes, in particular for smaller charities of course, you just don’t
have a budget for a new system. So what should you do then?
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Below are the key things I believe you need to consider and act on in such
circumstances. They won’t cost you anything except your time and
attention. Although even with that said, I struggle to truly say the whole
implementation will be free. There are always additional costs: you will
still need PCs, an internet connection, potentially hardware/hosting for
your database, maybe additional software and so on – so you either need
to have a great benefactor or be a great fundraiser/negotiator, otherwise
you will still need to spend money on those things.
Do note that these tips are primarily aimed at organisations who really
don’t and cannot expect to have an appropriate budget for their database
– so if you are a charity of any reasonable size but you are struggling to
acquire a budget for a new system, then even though the following may
help you, my first piece of advice is to re-visit your business case and
determine why it isn’t deemed to be so important at your organisation.
There is no point – for any size organisation – in getting any system, free
or paid-for, which is not right for you, even if it is the cheapest one, even
if it is free.
i. Get the basics right before you start looking for a new system.
Remember that any database software is an enabler to help your
fundraising strategy. Ensure you know what your strategy is now and
for the next few years in order that you will know which CRM system is
appropriate for you and what you need from it. And remember too that
the database software is only one aspect of any database
implementation – don’t think that you can just install a database and
that will provide all your answers! i.e. a database is only as good as
the data in it (i.e. how you collect it, data consistency/accuracy etc), it
will only be used as well as your staff are trained to use it and with
appropriate processes, and you will still need fast enough hardware
and, if appropriate, a fast enough internet connection.
ii. Treat your process for getting your new system as a 'formal
procurement process', even if you’re not spending any money on it.
I would still advise that you create a document showing your
requirements (even if it is a simple one), I would still advise you
research and find out about possible suppliers and, if appropriate,
people who can help you (see below), even try prototyping one or two
of the systems (assuming they're free, c.f. below), create a plan,
engage the rest of your organisation and so on. Don’t start using the
first free system you find just because it is free.
iii. Ideally, use a well-used package or CRM system – not a bespoke
development.
One of the key problems which charities have suffered from over the
years is when a (well meaning) volunteer or "someone’s friend" has
created a bespoke database in Access/Filemaker etc. The problem with
this is that such people may not be around forever, they won’t
necessarily understand your needs and they are often re-inventing the
wheel.
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I would therefore look at the more popular generic CRM systems on
the market. They will all need time and assistance with setting up (see
below) but they are all good, established systems; and they all have
good online communities to help you. This means that if you or any
other key people in your organisation leave in the future, then
someone else will be able to pick-up your implementation much more
easily than if it was a bespoke development. And you will get support
and future enhancements. They are also good systems so that if in the
future you increase your needs (and budget) then you will be able to
build on them potentially without needing to change system again.
Additionally, it could be that you can find a volunteer who knows the
CRM system to help configure that for you, and that can be a great
way of using a pro-bono resource.
iv. Keep it simple.
Complexity (and over-complexity) brings cost. If you are looking for a
free system then I generally assume you do not need sophistication. If
you do require more advanced solutions then free may not be right for
you. So keep it simple: it will be quicker to implement, easier to use,
easier to support and change in the future and you will get better
results. And that has to be your ultimate goal.
v. If you don’t understand databases, don’t set it up yourself.
Whilst I normally don’t advocate the use of volunteers for any
significant database implementation, if you have never used a
database before or you don’t know best practises in this area or what
they can really do for you, then find someone who does and get them
to help you. You may have a database-savvy staff member in which
case they may be able to help. Otherwise/additionally, there are a
number of places you can find free support and assistance from
professional IT staff, including IT4Communities, the Do-it Volunteering
database or even the IT livery company, 'The Information
Technologists' (which used to be called the WCIT). Or for really small
charities, maybe even approach your local college for students
requiring work experience? And don’t forget your trustees for contacts
and input!
vi. Document everything – the configuration of your new system and your
processes.
During and after the implementation, if you get someone to document
what they have done then anyone else coming in after them will be
able to make changes and support your database much more easily. If
you get someone to create proper, written down processes for you,
then you will be able to use the system more efficiently and your
current and future new staff can be trained.
vii. Commit to the project.
I have come across too many organisations who have started to use a
free database without really committing to it, and in no time it has
become a white elephant (all be it a no/low-cost one). But that won’t
help you, your charity, your fundraising or ultimately the cause you are
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trying to support. So don’t think that just because you are spending no
money on it, it will all work beautifully, immediately, first time and
without any of your time. You won’t be able to press one button and
get the database to tell you who are your best donors, or send a
targeted email campaign or find out who you should be speaking to
next week if you don’t do the groundwork. Sorry! Commit - it's really
worth it.

58.

You do need to spend money on suppliers' professional services

There sometimes seems to be a keenness amongst CRM/fundraising
software suppliers to tell small/medium sized charities that they can
implement their software by only spending a bare minimum on their
professional services - or even none on some occasions. When I see this, I
worry. Why? Because I want charities to spend money on suppliers'
professional services. And there are good reasons for this:
•

First off: I think that a good supplier offers many benefits by providing
professional services. They shouldn't just be a 'software company' that
is giving you software and expecting you to use it just like that. I want
a company who understands our sector, who gets fundraising/CRM,
who can provide added value with their services. This is good for the
implementation and good in the long-term. Those are the companies
who will want to work with charities and enhance their software for the
NFP sector over time.

•

Continuing that theme, I do think some suppliers undersell themselves
in this way. I have met knowledgeable and smart people working for
suppliers who I think could bring so much more to a database
implementation at a charity. Why wouldn't we want that?

•

The suppliers are the experts at using their software - they know their
system. After all, how do you know what is the best way to do
something in the supplier's software if you have only just started to
use it? What is best for your charity and your situation? The money
you spend with them on their services should ultimately save you time
and effort, ensure you are set-up better for your fundraising/services,
avoid mistakes which you have to rectify later (maybe at a higher cost)
and mean you can raise more money/dedicate more time to services.

•

You need people to help you. Someone has to (unless you really can
do it all in-house, and I have met one or two charities who have done
this). And either you buy-in contractors and specialists or you use the
supplier. Implementing fundraising and CRM systems is not easy - it
costs money. (Even if the software is free!)

•

And then there is data migration… Except for the very smallest
implementations, you are always going to need to get your data from
your old system into your new system, and unless you have lots of
capacity and time at your charity, and unless you know the new
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system well, then the best people to do this are those working for the
new supplier.
•

If you are told by a supplier that you don't need professional services
from them, then what are such companies actually offering that is so
simple that you can apparently use it almost of-the-box with no work
needed, yet so powerful that it can manage all your requirements?
That's how it seems to me that some salespeople present their
systems and I'm just not sure that's feasible.

•

Are the suppliers not providing any project management services to
manage their side of the implementation?

•

I suppose there could be a caveat to some of this if you are a really
small charity – although even then, as I have said before, such
charities won’t have the in-house skills to be experts so they really
need a supplier to help.

The only situations where I think you might not need to spend money on
a supplier's professional services are (a) where you might have a different
sort of approach with open-source systems such as CiviCRM and where
you really have or want to employ in-house experts - but for many
charities they won’t and therefore they will still need the Civi Experts to
help; and (b) similarly, if you buy something such as Salesforce, kick-off
with their vanilla version and, again, you do have in-house staff who
already know the system and who could then do much of the work
themselves. However, even in this scenario, such staff are likely (at this
point in time) to still have limited exposure to implementing large CRM
system at NFPs, so there could still be the benefit of using the suppliers'
professional services even in these instances. (And from an overall cost
point of view, remember that if you are asking internal staff to do this
development work, then someone else will almost certainly have to be
back-filling their BAU…)
I’m just not sure what I think about suppliers who say you can do it all
yourself and don’t need their input. They are either amazing or maybe, er,
not giving you the full picture…

59.

How do you come up with a budget in the first place?

I find that almost all charities to need to determine a budget, at least with
a low and a high estimate, as early as possible in any procurement
process. But it can be difficult to know what sort of estimates you will
need for your requirements.
So, first things first: do use the tips in this chapter to work out all the
different types of costs you might have – it might be scary for some
charities but it will provide some realism. And of course some costs won’t
be necessary for all implementations so you need to consider what is
appropriate for you.
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But even if you do all that, to get an overall budget you will at some point
still have to start to estimate the costs as they will be for your specific
project. I would advise that you do this by reviewing as many different
'sources' as you can, for example:
•

Ask your own staff if they have any experience of previous projects.
They may of course be different to your own project, but it will start to
give you some idea.

•

Ask other charities. This can be difficult sometimes because,
understandably, charities may not want to say how much they spent
(overspent?!). But they may well be able to give you some thoughts;
e.g. an overall ballpark, between x and y, the software cost us x, the
professional services could cost you y; and so on.

•

Go to conferences and seminars and ask other charities there informal situations like these can be easier.

•

Ask the suppliers. Many suppliers will be happy to give you indications
of their costs. e.g. they may at least be able to tell you how their
software licenses are structured and priced so you can work out that
aspect; they might give you a usual day rate; they might be able to
tell you a typical length of their implementations in terms of the
number of days, or give you a high/low idea. (But if they do do this
and if you later find out it costs you much more from them, then don’t
necessarily assume they have been disingenuous - they cannot know
how much each project will cost until you discuss that in much more
detail with them).
As an aside, it's an interesting experience asking suppliers for ball-park
figures at a very early stage of your research. It's fairly easy for them
to give you license costs but implementation costs are understandably
harder for them to estimate with very little knowledge of your
requirements. The reason I say this is an "interesting" experience is
because some suppliers will give you quite low costs and say how little
you will need to spend with them (presumably so they seem attractive
to you) whereas others will go the opposite way and give you much
higher costs as they want to make sure you have a budget which they
feel comfortable with themselves. The more companies you talk to, the
more you will get a feel for who is which type.

•

For CRM systems it is very much about the number of days, so any
guidance suppliers can give you on similar projects they have done at
other charities will help.

•

Some CRM systems are very open about their licensing and publish
costs online, or give you charity pricing when you ask (e.g. Salesforce,
Microsoft CRM, Workbooks, SugarCRM).

•

Find the most expensive supplier! At least that way you will (hopefully)
know the higher figure you could pay.
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•

Look for other research done online. There are some reports produced
which do have indications of costs (e.g. by the Institute of
Fundraising).

•

Ask consultants… Okay, you'll almost certainly have to pay them but
hopefully the good ones will be worth it.

•

And after all that, if you can do, increase any figure you are uncertain
about (e.g. suppliers’ professional services) for your own budget.

And of course, do allow for a contingency too. 20% is not unreasonable. I
wrote more about contingencies in my first book on procurement but the
crux of it is that (sadly) although you may need it, it should not be
considered as part of the budget. There should be constraints and an
internal decision making process on how a contingency should be
approved for actual spending.
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DEVELOPMENT
Think Vanilla : Configuration & Customisation : Integration : Extensibility:
Volunteers

60.

Think twice (and more) before you create a bespoke system

For many database applications, the bespoke approach is becoming a rare
occurrence, primarily because of the flexibility, adaptability and
affordability of the many generic CRM systems which are now available to
charities and NFPs. Many such systems are good solutions which, although
they have their roots in sales and contact management from years ago,
have now progressed way beyond that and have been enthusiastically
embraced by the nonprofit sector worldwide (and by other vertical sectors
too) because they can be adapted to so many requirements which are
essentially based around contact management.
This is the case for both large and small NFPs who are using these
systems for all sorts of applications and requirements. And there are
increasing numbers of companies who are developing 'templates' (apps)
for various charity requirements on these CRM systems - not just for
fundraising/membership but for case management, volunteer systems etc.
So whilst I appreciate that bespoke database solutions are not going to
disappear overnight and there may be good reasons and occasions when
they could be right to use - and I am sure that there will still be thousands
of Microsoft Access implementations in the sector for years to come - I
would still recommend first considering if a charity could use a generic
CRM system as the benefits are so great.
Why? Because it is often so much easier to develop one of the CRM
systems than write a new bespoke database from scratch; speed of
implementation; flexibility; third-party apps and tools; reporting; email
integration; sustainability; future support and development; and many
more reasons too. Plus, importantly, a better chance of future-proofing
(and future enhancements) and, the bottom line of course, they can very
well be more cost-effective.

61.

Vanilla first - the importance of configuration vs customisation

I am a big believer in keeping your CRM implementation Vanilla. This is an
IT/CRM term which may sound vaguely amusing if you have never heard
it before but it is one of the more important things you can consider when
procuring and implementing a fundraising/membership database or
charity CRM system. What it means is that, as much as possible, you
implement the database in the first instance without any - or with minimal
- "Customisation"; although "Configuration" is fine. (NB: All
packages/systems will allow "Configuration" to some degree and if they
don’t then don’t buy them).
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Why do this? Quite simple: it will improve the simplicity of
implementation, lower risk, create a faster implementation, a lower cost
implementation, there will be less need for specific/expert resources, it
will be a simpler and quicker data mapping from your existing database,
enable simpler testing, you’ll have a better chance to avoid scope creep
and more. All these things will mean that your initial implementation will
be smoother and have a far higher chance of success. If you are buying a
powerful or flexible database then it will be immensely tempting to jump
straight in and implement lots of exciting Customisations from the word
go, but if you do then you may not receive those benefits listed above.
So having said that, I should define the two key terms, Configuration and
Customisation. These are my definitions below and even if you or some
suppliers don’t agree with all my points, the heart of the message is the
same. Different suppliers will define these differently and claim different
things, so at the end of the day you need to discuss these issues with any
prospective supplier and understand, in some detail if necessary, just
what you can and can’t do in each of the following areas.
Configuration. It is Configuration if...
•

The changes are done through the system's standard interface using
point-and-click, drag-and-drop and other similar approaches which do
not require any form of coding.

•

The changes could probably (if not always) be expected to be done by
a "non-techie". This doesn’t mean an un-trained person and it doesn’t
mean a non-database-savvy person, but to put it in perspective I
wouldn’t
normally
expect
Configuration
to
require
any
programming/coding; e.g. writing code in JavaScript, VBA, XML, C#
etc. This might not always be true but as soon as you do get to this
level of "Configuration" then in my experience it is likely that you are
starting to get to "Customisation". Either way, ensure that you know
the impact.

•

You use an application’s built-in tools to make changes to the system
which every other organisation using this system/package could do
and recognise if they were to start working at your charity.

•

If an upgrade/new version of the package was released tomorrow,
then you could install it without worrying that any of the Configuration
which you had done would mean that the upgrade wouldn’t work, and
equally, knowing that the upgrade would not affect any of the
Configuration you had done. (I should add that some of the better CRM
systems do actually enable standard upgrades even if you Customise
their system to some degree, but that is not always the case).
It's also possible that some upgrades might still require some such
work even on Configuration changes so do ask your potential suppliers
about this and if that does turn out to be the case for a system then do
spend time to understand just what that would mean for you. (And of
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course, whatever the case you always need to test upgrades anyway
before going live with them.)
Customisation. It is Customisation if...
•

The implementation involves bespoke coding/programming (e.g.
writing code in JavaScript, VBA, XML, C# etc.) or new modules which
either you do in-house or the supplier or a third-party does for your
organisation for your specific needs.

•

It includes integration coding where code/specific bespoke changes are
made.

•

If the work does mean that upgrades/new versions are affected (either
because it stops them happening or because your Customisation would
need additional work to be done on it).

The exception to the rule of minimising/excluding Customisation is if your
supplier is going to write some new code for your package/system which,
although it is for your needs, they will then incorporate that into the 'core'
of the package/system so that in effect it becomes part of their (future)
standard offering. This should therefore mean that they would be
supporting it in the future in the same way as the rest of their standard
software and in effect it stops it being Customisation thereafter.
Apart from that, should you ever consider Customisations during an initial
implementation? Of course you can! But always ask yourself if they are
definitely needed. And if you have a critical business function which is
required immediately on go-live and there is no other way to achieve it, or
you will get so much benefit from a Customised approach that it just
makes sense, then go ahead, see how you can implement it. In particular,
if a Customisation only has an impact on an "isolated" part of the system
(or as isolated as one can expect in a CRM system), as opposed to a core
area then that should lower the risk.
And as I mentioned above, some systems provide Customisations which,
although they do require coding, such coding is 'standardised' so that they
should be compatible with future upgrades to the system. So whilst such
changes still carry the caveats I detail above, they probably offer a more
structured approach then other bespoke changes.
And do remember that you can of course implement Customisations later,
after your initial go-live. Why is this better? Because you can implement
them in a more structured way, at a better pace, spreading costs, with
less risk, increased user adoption and do it as you learn the package and
all its capabilities. In fact, as you gain knowledge of the package you
might even find that some complex Customisations which you were
planning originally can be greatly simplified or might not even be needed
at all. Don’t shy away from those which are needed or which do bring you
benefits, just take them on at a pace and structure which you can
implement more easily.
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All that said, let me also say that if you do follow my suggestions here
then there may still be downsides to limiting Customisations, or at least
issues to overcome; for example:
•

End-users will (hopefully) be excited by the prospect of a new system
and if they have been sold and told about all the wonderful new,
whizzy things it can do - which require Customisation… - and then find
they are not included when they first get to use it, then they might be
disappointed and user acceptance could decrease. Especially if that
doesn’t improve their processes or, say, some screens/forms are not
as they ideally would want them. So you need to address this early on
during an implementation and explain to the users exactly what they
are going to get and when – and why you are doing this - and
preferably give them a roadmap as soon as possible for future
developments of the implementation to show when they can expect
the elements which do require Customisation.

•

Those great Customisations you planned for later never quite seem to
happen… This is one of the higher risks of this strategy if you do not
build-in a structured approach from the word go, especially for
charities where money is of course often tight. If you are not careful
then what you start with will be seen as perfectly okay and if it's
working then why do we need to do more work on the system
anyway…? To avoid this, ensure you explain and discuss your proposed
approach with your Senior Management Team/budget approvers early
on in the procurement or implementation phase and get their full
support and a committed budget for the post-live Customisations.

•

And just to re-iterate what I said above: if you do require a specific
function and Customisation is the only option or the best option, then
don't shy away from it.

Remember, Vanilla is not boring, it’s a great flavour because of its
simplicity!

62.

Integration – Be Very Careful When Considering What Is Asked
For

If I had a dollar for every time someone said to me, "Can I integrate my
database with…" I’d be a rich man by now. And if I’d said yes each time
and then tried to do it, I’d probably be a gibbering wreck and spending all
my riches on psychiatrist fees. Because, unfortunately, "integration" is
one of the most abused, mis-understood and mis-interpreted words in IT
vocabulary. Stop five people in a fundraising office and ask them what
integration means to them and you’ll get at least seven and a half
answers.
This is because Integration can mean so many different things to different
people. From the comparatively simple requirements of automating a
thank you letter straight out of your database into Microsoft Word or
implementing a one-way transfer of data between a fundraising database
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and a finance system; or just enabling someone to look-up an address in
third-party PAF software and populate the address fields in the database;
through to a full-blown, real-time, automated, synchronised, two-way
integration between two or even multiple systems (your fundraising
database, box office system, online activist web site, events management
system…) and right up to the highly acclaimed, highly sought after Single
Supporter View.
So take care. When anyone says the I word, find out exactly what they
mean and what they really want. As so often with IT systems, the first
thing to ask is, Why? What are the benefits? What would it mean if we do
integrate the systems? How would we use that data? And if it is more than
a simple data transfer, if we do have two or more systems with the same
contacts on both, how will we keep the data synchronised and up-to-date?
And what is the cost?!!
But don’t get me wrong – I also love integration. The benefits of an
integration exercise when it is done well and with thought are great. Just
take care you – and everyone else – understands and agrees exactly what
you all mean.

63.

Do you really need real-time integration?

For some reason, when users request integration it often seems to have
to be "real-time" integration. This may be just because it's a bit of a
buzzword which is used without really understanding it, or it may be
because someone (a salesperson?!) once told them that they had to have
this - but if you quiz them more deeply then I would expect that very few
applications have to truly be "real time".
And the reason that this is important is because real-time = really more
complex and expensive.
It is worth defining real-time within this context: real-time for most of us
would be when, say, someone makes a donation on your website and then
that donation is transferred 'immediately' into your CRM system; and
'immediately' here could be several seconds which for us pretty much is
real-time. As opposed to, say, a share-price system or car ABS system
which has to react within nanoseconds. What real-time does not do is
simply pass the data to a 'queue' of similar transactions which is then
transferred into your CRM system sometime later using a 'batch process'
of some sort.
So if we consider this definition, then when do we as charities really need
real-time integration between another system and our fundraising/CRM
system? The above example of online donations or event registrations
might be case in point if a donor was to phone your supporter care team
within moments of making an online donation; and although I know that
happens, it's comparatively rare. And there could quite feasibly be simple
workarounds for that such as your supporter care team having access to,
say, a web portal to your online donation/event management system. I'm
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not saying that is definitely the best approach, but it should be considered
if a real-time option is prohibitively expensive or complex. If it's not - and
actually, these days, such real-time integration between CMS and CRM is
increasingly more straight forward - then go ahead, knock yourself out
with it.
But I would really question the need for real-time if: you are only getting
a handful of transactions a day and no-one needs to know about them
instantly anyway; if you have a fulfilment house processing your
campaign cheques; if you are receiving monthly files from CAF; and so on.
In those instances, it is probably perfectly acceptable to have batch
process integration. And even though that is commonly a daily update
process, it doesn't have to be, it could be every n hours etc. But it will
(almost certainly) be a lot easier and cheaper to implement and maintain.

64.

Batch process integration is still more popular than real-time

So a quick message following on from the previous tip, consider batch
process integration first unless you have to do real-time. In fact, batch
process integration is still more popular than real-time even in many
commercial organisations. It is simpler to setup, requires more standard
and available skill-sets for your staff and is easier and more cost-effective
to run.

65.

Extensibility is becoming more of an essential and less a niceto-have

In "the olden days", before package software, everything was done with
bespoke development and consequently we could ask for whatever we
wanted. Then along came the fundraising database package which
incredibly gave us so much of what we wanted pretty much out-of-thebox, and we could still tweak and configure them to a degree. But such
systems almost all had/have some form of restriction on the level of
development which a charity's internal database team could do.
That was fine for many years but it has now reached a point in the wider
adoption and understanding of digital technology and the evolution of the
goals, wishes and requirements of fundraisers (and therefore the database
team too), that now packages with such restrictions are almost certainly
no longer acceptable for mid to large size NFPs.
We want to do more. We don't want to have to say no to our users when
they ask for a new feature or a new entity (although we might still do if it
is right to do so!). We don't want to have another workaround to work
around that latest problem and we don't want to have to wait for the
supplier to add that great new feature sometime in the future or,
alternatively, to have to pay through the nose to have them bespoke it for
us sooner.
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And thus the need for the increased power and flexibility of system
extensibility has come to the fore. We want to be able to change forms
and screens and add entities and fields more easily than we have been
able to in the past. We want to at least have the option of being able to
get down-and-dirty with programming code if we desire to do that and if
we are capable of doing that, and to be able to use such code so that we
can extend the database beyond what it was originally developed for - but
in such a way so that it won't break it in the future when new standard
upgrades are released.
We want this and we really would like to have it now. Please.
If this sounds like you, then remember this point when you procure your
next system. But with one very important caveat: just because you can
doesn't mean to say you should. I will return to the power and yet the
danger of such flexibility in the later chapter on CRM systems.

66.

Volunteer-led databases may now be viable for smaller
charities because of the 'new' CRM Systems

Historically, I have never promoted volunteer-developed fundraising
databases (as much as I respect the time, effort and great intentions of
such volunteers). I.e. The concept of someone taking Microsoft Access,
MySQL, SQL Server et al and creating a fundraising system from scratch.
But with the recent development, availability and flexibility of the generic
CRM systems, I am wondering if there is now a new 'volunteer developed'
model which smaller charities can instigate.
My concerns historically about volunteer-developed databases are based
on fundamental issues with such an approach. For example: volunteers
may not understand fundraising or fundraisers' needs and thus not design
systems in the most appropriate way; volunteers may not be around
tomorrow to maintain, change and improve their databases; volunteers
may not provide on-going support or training; the system will probably be
a bespoke development and will therefore only provide what the charity
wanted at that time; and the underlying database may need to be
upgraded but without anyone able to do that.
And equally important, such approaches are almost always re-inventing
the wheel. Traditional fundraising packages have been available for over
twenty years, and even if some are expensive, some cost from only £100,
so why would you consider bespoke development for a small charity’s
fundamental fundraising needs? Indeed, I know many NFPs who have
started with volunteer-developed databases but have then found that
such systems stopped being useful, even to the extent that they stopped
using them altogether.
However, as per my introduction above, with the newer, generic CRM
systems this may be something we can now review.
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The reason for this is because of the cost structure of these systems, their
development approach and the central core of their data models. Costwise, the software license prices for small charities of CRM systems such
as these are very low indeed - and thus the majority of the costs are
usually in the database implementation. And if a volunteer can therefore
configure such systems for a charity's needs (hence avoiding/reducing
some costs) then some of my previous concerns about volunteerdeveloped systems may be negated completely or to a large degree.
Specifically, this is because:
•

These CRM systems have an existing record management structure
'out of the box' which means that fundamental contact management
requirements are already there, and thus features such as reporting
and mailing functionality are taken care of.

•

These CRM suppliers will (for the foreseeable future) certainly be
providing
upgrades,
bug
fixes,
improvements
to
central
functionality/technology platforms and so on.

•

Even if the volunteer stops volunteering for your charity, the wide
adoption of these CRM systems - within and outside the NFP sector and their standard approach should mean you can find someone else
to help and support you. And there are many online discussion boards
which can supplement such support too.

•

This is exactly what many of these systems are now promoted as:
development platforms.

I should add that there are caveats to this approach: it is probably still
best suited to small charities with low budgets; I would ideally want such
volunteers to be "configuring" the systems as much as possible as
opposed to "customisation" (i.e. no heavy coding - instead use the
system's in-built tools and third-party apps as much as possible and "keep
it as vanilla as possible"); and get them to document whatever they do for
you.
And it still doesn't fully negate the need for them to understand your
fundamental fundraising needs. Some of these systems will have some
fundraising functionality but it won't be the same as buying a traditional
fundraising database or even paying for one of the ever-increasing
"fundraising templates" you can now get for these CRM systems.
And this approach is still re-inventing the wheel to a degree. But only to a
degree. And certainly nothing like developing an Access or SQL Server
database from scratch.
So as much as I realise that I may be setting myself up here, I think that
now, for the first time for some time, for smaller charities with low
budgets, using a volunteer for such database developments may again be
a viable option.
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PROJECT

MANAGEMENT

Communication : The Project Board : Scoring : Business Case : Thinking
Ahead

67.

Communicate with all stakeholders

Communication is vital at all stages in a project, and this includes the
procurement phase. And by this, I mean communication with all the
potential stakeholders of a system. When you think about it, this can
include a lot of different people: Your project board/steering committee,
project sponsor, project team, your database team, trustees, internal
auditors, department/team heads, directors, existing system users,
possible future users, regional teams, other 'interested teams' (e.g. IT,
finance), incumbent database supplier, fulfilment agencies and other
project teams in your charity who might be doing similar things to you
and where you could interact either in terms of systems, data or just
approach. You could of course have more. And then there are your
members/supporters…
There are so many different parties that it is unlikely that a single
communication at the same time/frequency in the same way is going to
work. So you will need to create a communication plan which specifies:
Who you are going to communicate with, What you are going to tell them,
When you are going to tell them and How you are going to communicate.
And probably who in your project team is going to do each such
communication. Your project manager will need to co-ordinate all this but
they might not be the right person to actually do each communication.
Don't under-estimate the benefit of doing all this - how many times have
you heard, I didn't even know we were buying a new system? - nor the
time it may take in the first place to set it all up. And do recognise that
you might need to change the plan as you go along as you find how each
group of stakeholders is receiving your information.

68.

Instigate the Project Board during procurement - not just the
implementation

Many organisations know they need a project board (or steering
committee) during a CRM implementation, but some organisations don't
instigate such a board until they start that particular piece of work. You
should instigate the project board right at the start of the project, at the
procurement phase, so that they can take responsibility and help guide
the project through the procurement and on into the implementation
itself.
I personally would recommend you keep such a board as small as
possible; i.e. four to six people is fine, meaning decisions and discussions
can easily be managed; whereas if you have ten, twelve or more people
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on a board then you will start to get into all sorts of issues and elongated
arguments. If you do think you need more people the consider whether
they couldn't better be incorporated through alternative communications
and involvement.

69.

Your Project Board is not there just for lip-service: make sure
they're involved

This may be an obvious statement but not for everyone I've met. The
most successful procurements (and subsequent implementations) I have
been involved with have been when the Project Board is fully involved and
committed to the project. This often means them challenging me more,
for example on the business case, on the proposed budget, on the
makeup of the project team. Not for the sake of doing so but with good
reasons behind the questioning and reasoning.
And the more senior the project board members are, the better. They are
the ones who are ultimately going to have to release their staff for
resources, approve the project and sign the cheques, so get them
involved from the word go.

70.

Your Procurement Business Case Will Be Your Best Friend
During Implementation

One of the things which can happen during an implementation is that
someone will come to you as the Project Manager and ask, Why do we
have to be part of the implementation? Or alternatively, We want to be
part of the implementation (but we haven't been considered). This is
where the Scope section of the Business Case (and associated Benefits,
Constraints etc) is so useful because you can point to it and say that it
has already been agreed and approved that department X is/is not part of
the project scope. (Of course, if appropriate and if project governance
allows, that can be reviewed again at that time and if the case can be
shown as to why department x now should/n't be in the project then fair
enough).
So create the Business Case in your procurement phase with that in mind.
It will really help later.

71.

A supplier scoring system is useful - but it's not the be-all-andend-all

How will you decide which supplier and software system is the best option
for you? One approach is to use a scoring system to judge the offerings
and there are good benefits to be gained from doing this, but if you do
like this concept then you should still consider a number of points when
doing so:
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•

You can create different scoring systems for different parts of the
procurement. If you have several phases of the procurement, for
example when you are starting with a larger number of suppliers and
then reducing them to the final few, then you can have different
scoring spreadsheets for each phase. You don't have to wait until the
very end of the process to score. And as you learn how good and how
useful the scoring was at each phase, so you can adjust your scoring
mechanism for the next phase of scoring.

•

You can 'weight' scores which are for more/less important factors.
There are bound to be some things which are more important to you
so you can weight those with higher multiplication factors. There are
two ways I like to do this: (a) I allocate x% of the entire score to each
'scoring area' (e.g. supplier = 15%, platform = 10% etc), so that the
more important areas will get weighted more highly; and/or (b) each
line item in your scoring spreadsheet (e.g. Gift Aid functionality, Trust
in Supplier etc) can also have a weight specifically for it (e.g. a
multiplying factor of, say, 1-3).

•

Give actual scores a "quantifiable meaning". If you just ask people to
score, say, between 1 and 10 for each item then one person may think
3 means one level of quality and someone else will think it means
something else. Instead, give scores some meaning; e.g. "0: showed
no evidence of understanding", "1-2: showed some evidence of ability
but still lacking"… "7-8 Met all our requirements and with extra value".

•

You don't need to individually score absolutely everything that is in
your tender document. This may sound counter-intuitive if you are
creating an ITT - why do so if you aren't going to score it? Well
because some of the tender document just provides context, some of it
is not so much for scoring but for understanding (e.g. a maintenance
contract) and some of the scoring may simply be about the way the
ITT response itself was managed by the supplier (e.g. overall clarity,
timeliness, effort). Additionally, you can group aspects of the ITT
together to score together - you don't have to allocate a specific score
to every item - that can be very time consuming and draining. And if
we are not careful and we do start to score absolutely every individual
line item in the ITT then we are back to the "long ITT" problem where
we are ticking off every possible requirement – that may be
appropriate depending on your ITT document structure, but don’t feel
you have to score every single thing individually.

•

Don't just score on software functionality and price - there is of course
so much more to any implementation as the rest of this book explains.
Score on other aspects of the supplier, project structure, trust,
platform capabilities, tender response and so on.

•

When creating the scoring system, give yourself and your team enough
time to refine the scoring structure whilst you are designing it. It
seems a simple enough thing to write down what you are going to
score all the suppliers on, but if you are going to do this evenly, with
thought, using weightings etc, and assuming you have a number of
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people inputting into the scoring format/template, then this won't be
something you create overnight. Give people time to review and refine
it.
•

Ask people to score individually, not together. If several people score
then you will get a better averaging-out of any extreme scores.

•

Ask people to add 'accompanying notes' to each score on their scoring
sheet so that when you discuss them later you can compare what
different people meant by each score. It's far more useful than just
adding numbers to a spreadsheet. In fact, this one simple tip has
provided me with more benefits in some procurements than any other!

•

I often ask people to not just enter scores but I also add "Non-scoring
questions", such as "What were your key concerns about the
supplier?", "What would you say if I told you we were going to buy
Supplier X tomorrow?", so it adds some context too. This can make
people think much harder than just giving a 1 or 5 to a supplier, and it
can show you if their scoring is truly reflective of their thinking.

•

I would also recommend that you document what you learned and do
the scoring as soon as possible after each demo/meeting. Don’t wait
until after seeing all your potential suppliers or you will forget what
each one said and they will start to blur into each other!

But even if you follow all this and more, I still believe that scoring should
not be the be-all-and-end-all to a decision process. Some elements of
judging a company may be too difficult or too subjective to score, or some
things may just be so important that they can't be ignored. e.g. What if
you have an absolute critical factor which a suppliers fails to provide but
they are great at everything else and thus get a higher score? How can
you put them through? (That said, if such a supplier did exist then I hope
we would have weeded them out earlier in the process…) And if two
suppliers are only a few marks different, then should the one with the
highest score definitely go through?
A good scoring system will help you with the decision process, help
concentrate your minds and help the whole procurement but don't let it
cloud your overall judgement.

72.

Collate a 'Things to remember for implementation' document
from the word go

I often think of things I must remember to remember for the
implementation stage even when I am at the procurement stage. So
create a document where you can note these things down so you do
remember them - even during the procurement phase!
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73.

Collate a 'risks register for implementation' from the word go

Similar to the above point, as you are going through the procurement,
there are bound to be things which you identify as possible risks which
could occur at the time of implementation. E.g. key personnel, single
points of failure, a specific functional requirement. So again, create and
start to collate an implementation risk register even during the
procurement phase.

74.

Visit suppliers' other clients as early as possible in your
procurement process

Most people take up references once they have selected a preferred
supplier or maybe when they are down to, say, the last two possibilities.
But what if you then learn something extremely disturbing at that point
from another charity/organisation?
If you have the time then talk to other charities and organisations about
your possible suppliers at an earlier stage. Be careful of course that a
single bad (or even a single ecstatic) reference could skew your view and
it could be that way for very specific, personal reasons, so try to visit and
talk to multiple organisations who are using each possible product you are
considering. It may take time but it will be well worth it.
For suppliers who provide their software to commercial organisations as
well as charities, do consider visiting such clients too. Remember, you're
not just asking a reference site if a supplier can manage direct debits and
gift aid - you want to find out how their project team were, how they ran
their workshops, whether their costs changed, did their employees engage
with the client and so on. You don't have to visit another charity to learn
such things. It can also be very interesting talking to for-profit companies
about their approach, their thoughts, their project structure - you'll
probably learn lots of good things to take back, but I have also learned on
occasions that we in the charity sector can do some thing better!
You will learn so much from each visit/phone call as you do so - even in
your early stages of procurement. It may help you consider if you are
doing some particular aspect(s) correctly or if you need to review them
completely; you may get brand new ideas; and even if you hear what you
were expecting then that will confirm if/when you are on the right track.

75.

Keep in touch with other/associated projects in your
organisation

If there are other "associated" projects happening in your organisation at
the same time as your CRM procurement - and there are almost bound to
be some - then keep in touch with their project managers/project leads
and make sure you know what they are doing, when and what decisions
they are reaching. And if they are closely linked to your project then
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consider whether you need an over-arching Programme Board to help
manage them.
Remember, so much of a charity's processes and work can touch a CRM
system or fundraising database in one way or another so an "associated"
project could be one of many possibilities. The obvious ones could be a
new CMS or digital project, or another key database in the organisation
(e.g. maybe a separate retail system or volunteer database), but there
are also systems which could influence a CRM from a finance system to an
online giving platform. And what about a change of fulfilment house, a
brand new DM campaign, a new series of fundraising events, even an
office move…

76.

Watch out for 'Project Creep' even in the procurement phase

It can happen that as a procurement progresses and as people get more
excited about the prospect of a new system, so they start to suggest or
even assume that certain things will be part of the project when they have
not actually been formally considered or approved - i.e. the infamous
project creep. And yes, although this is more likely when you are into
implementation, it can happen even during procurement.
So watch out for it and when in doubt or if you need to curb some overenthusiasm of some parts of your organisation, go back to your Business
Case to review the scope. That is where you said what you would achieve.

77.

If your procurement takes longer than expected, do revise the
project timescale

This may sound obvious or even impossible not to do, but what I mean by
this is that any delays or changes to your procurement shouldn’t mean
that the implementation suffers. Don't tie the project to "fake dates". So
often it is the case that charities say they must go live by date X - often
because someone senior has said that this must happen - but without
considering why this is really being said or if it really has to be so and
without really understanding what is involved. If your preferred supplier
and you originally believed you had a nine month implementation but for
whatever reason your procurement is delayed and you start the
implementation two months late, then why should it suddenly be viable to
make it a seven month project?
Equally, as you are reviewing the Business Case during procurement, if
there are some things in it which you now feel you can’t do in an
"acceptable" timescale or budget, then you might need to get some
changes approved.
Explain this early to your Project Board and stakeholders during the
procurement process and make sure everyone understands and agrees.
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SOFTWARE

DEMOS

Time : User Stories : Reporting : Discuss : Beware The Shiny Thing

78.

Don't skimp on time needed for supplier presentations

If there is one thing about software demos which charities continually get
wrong then it is under-estimating the time they need for each
presentation and then rushing them so they don't get out of it what they
wanted to. Please allow enough time for each demo - please!
In my opinion, in all but the very simplest of requirements, you will need
more than "just a couple of hours" for each supplier. A half day at least,
and it very easily can be a full day. And I know this means more of your
time and your users' time but it will be worth it, I promise! If you are
going to spend tens of thousands or even hundreds of thousands of
pounds on a new system then don't rush it - get it right. And that means
giving yourselves the time - and the suppliers the time - to see which is
the right system for you.
What this also means of course is that you probably won't want to see
nine or ten full day presentations. So if you are considering that number
of suppliers then that means qualifying and considering them in a more
brief way first, before a full day presentation, so that you can cut that
down to a more manageable number. I have discussed that aspect of a
procurement earlier in this book (so if you've skipped straight to this bit
then sorry, do go back and read the earlier chapters!)

79.

There's nothing wrong with second demos too

I'm a big fan of not just having a single demo from each supplier and
making a procurement decision based on that - especially for mid to large
size projects. There are so many good reasons to have second
presentation days too: you are bound to have forgotten to have asked
something on the first day; you are bound to have got a bit confused
between software x and y; you may run out of time on the first day; you
may want to go into more detail on some functionality; you may want
more senior people to see something; and so on.
But you don't need to see all the suppliers from the first presentations
again. After that first round of presentations, why not short-list to a
smaller number of suppliers (i.e. knocking out the others) and then just
meet those companies for a second demo.

80.

No need to always show - discuss things too

Story-tellers are told to 'show, don’t tell' and software salespeople and
buyers are very often the same. However, following on from the above
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points, just because we are seeing software presentations, you don't
always have to spend the whole meeting seeing the software.
There is so much you can gain from just discussing things with the
supplier without having to show the software - again, especially on second
days after an initial presentation. After all, if you want to understand a
supplier's approach to project management, data migration, integration
and so on, then that isn't so much about the software - that's about the
supplier and their understanding and ability. So just talk to them when it's
right to do so. You'll learn a lot.

81.

Create User stories for Demos

When it comes to suppliers showing you their software, do structure the
presentation time so that they all address the same requirements. i.e.
Don't just ask them to "show us your software". One good way of doing
this is to create a number of "User stories" and ask each supplier to
demonstrate how their software can do each one.
For example, a community fundraising user story might involve organising
and planning a fundraising event; a direct marketing user story could be a
new campaign which is signing-up new regular givers, setting up DDs and
importing data from a fulfilment house; and so on.
I sometimes ask the end-users to give me a few examples of what they
currently find hard or frustrating in their existing system and then review
such issues to consider whether they would make a good user story. I also
ask users what is especially good about their current database, because
that too can show what a good system can do and users will not like it if
the new database does things worse than their existing one.
Once you have these stories, give them to the suppliers ahead of your
demos so that they can prepare for the presentation, and allow them to
ask you questions ahead of time if they want to clarify anything. When
they show you what their software can do for each user story, bear in
mind it is not just about what they show, but how they have understood
your requirements. In fact, have they understood them for a start! I like
to find out how they have approached each issue as much as I like to see
what they have done on each story. And I like it when they ask questions,
show options, show an understanding of what you really want, and of
course when they can show what more you could do on a particular user
story as opposed to just what you asked them to show.
You also need to strike a balance between making a user story so simple
that you barely learn anything about how good a supplier is at
understanding it, and so complex that it is hardly fair to expect the
supplier to be able to fully comprehend it and prepare their software in a
reasonable time - that won't help you either as you won't see the better
aspects of what it might be able to do.
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82.

Get the users involved

So if you've created user stories then it makes sense to invite the staff to
the demos, yes? They don't have to come all day to the presentation if
they don't have the time - organise it so each group of users only needs
to come into the demo for just "their" part of the demo.
That said, I do get a bit torn on this - on the one hand, I like a small
number of specific users to see each story, ask questions and get involved
and that means they can manage their time well - and it can be awful
having a large number of people staring at a salesperson and data
projector; but on the other hand, I do quite like the cross-team
interaction, knowledge gathering and learning that can happen when
multiple teams do watch each demo. I think I err towards smaller groups
in general (but where appropriate, with representatives from multiple
teams) but not always.
Either way, get the users involved: ask them to help with the user stories,
invite them to the demos, ask them for their feedback afterwards, keep
them updated, ask them to attend later meetings where appropriate and
so on. (You will also discover those individuals who are especially keen or
switched-on and they will be great to have on your side for when it comes
to the implementation).

83.

It's too easy to forget reporting when seeing software
presentations

For some reason, I find that a fair number of charities don't concentrate
enough on the reporting capabilities of a software system when they are
viewing a software demo. They will look at a few pretty dashboards and a
quick listing tool, go oooh that's nice, and then move on. Don't. Give
reporting the time it needs.
For a start, build reports into your user stories. Yes ask to see dashboards
and analytical reporting but also ask to see the more "boring" operational
reports which you are going to have to produce monthly. There may be
some which are more complex and which the suppliers will have to design
ahead of the demo, but even if that's so then do ask to see how they
would create a new report from scratch for something else.
And understand your options. It may be that the software has a built-in
report writer which is fine, and/or it can use a third-party report writer
(e.g. Crystal Reports, SSRS etc). Can it/should it integrate with Excel for,
say, pivot reports? What about graphs? Simple lists? Do you expect your
users to be able to create their own reports - if so, is the software simple
enough?
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84.

Beware the new shiny thing!

I've said this a lot over the last few years, as the more flexible and
admittedly darned good looking systems have hit the market: "beware the
new shiny thing!"
It is just so easy to get lulled into a false sense of security when you see
something which really does look very good and really can do some
amazing things (sometimes very well), but as you are doing so, to forget
the basics of what you need. E.g. If you need the new system to manage
direct debits and yet system X cannot do so, then it doesn't matter a hoot
how beautiful the system looks or what technology or platform it is based
on - you can’t use it.
Don't buy a shiny thing if it can't do the essentials.
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CRM

SYSTEMS

Double Edged Swords : TCO : Templates : Business Partners: IP : RiskBenefits
This chapter refers to the 'generic' CRM Systems (sometimes abbreviated
to just 'CRM Systems') which are now widely considered by charities and
not-for-profit organisations. These are the database solutions which have
been designed to be used across multiple sectors and not just for charities
and the NFP sector. Well known examples are Microsoft CRM Dynamics,
Salesforce, SugarCRM, Workbooks.com, but there are many more too. I
also usually tend to classify CiviCRM in this category as well even though
that is a system which has been designed specifically for the NFP sector,
because its approach is more akin to these other systems listed here
rather than the 'traditional' fundraising databases.

85.

The pros and cons of flexibility

One of the most important things about these CRM systems is that they
are so flexible, configurable, customisable and extendable, and as a result
one charity’s implementation of the same system may be completely
different from another charity, even if they are both addressing the same
core fundraising functional requirements. It is of course fantastic that this
can be done, and if it is done well then anyone using a particular
implementation may well love it. But if not, if it didn't deliver what was
promised - or perceived to be promised - if it took too long, cost too much
and it seemed like it was still not giving someone what they really wanted,
then it is hardly surprising that such users will not like it.
It's the double-edged sword of such flexibility. Use it well and it is
fantastic - abuse it and you will end up with something which no-one
wants.

86.

One charity's implementation of the same system may be very
different from another: You must look at systems for your
requirements

Following on from the above, it is worth emphasising the point that one
charity's implementation of the same CRM system may be very different
from another. And thus, when someone in your organisation hears how
great or how bad another charity's experience was with one of these
systems you need to remember that that doesn't automatically make the
same system right or wrong for you. And that's without considering how
well the actual project was managed, the resources they had, the budget
they spent, the business partner they used…
As I said above, most of these CRM systems are now extremely flexible
and can be used for a multitude of charity applications: fundraising,
membership, client management, grant management, help desks, HR
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needs, (even sales!!) and many more areas of need. It's a really great
thing about the systems and shows just what you can do with them. But if
charity X has used it for membership management and says how great
their implementation is, then charity Y, who wants to use it for grant
management may not realise that it might not be so applicable for them
or that they need to address it differently. So if it doesn’t work out for the
other charity, that can lead to misunderstandings or disillusionment
through no fault of the CRM system.
So don't buy a system just because another charity likes/dislikes it - of
course, take that into account but make sure that the system is right for
your needs, your environment, your staff and your organisation.

87.

Understand the Cost of Start-up and Perceived TCO

It is important that you understand the difference between what can be
seen as a very low cost of start-up and thus a perceived very low "cost",
and the fact that the actual Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is not just that
start-up cost and will of course be much higher. Unfortunately, this is not
always understood or remembered by some charities.
For example, Salesforce provides ten free licenses for charities and heavily
discounts other licenses thereafter; Microsoft also give charity discounts
for Dynamics; CiviCRM is open-source and SugarCRM has an open-source
option. So it can appear to the less well informed user that the whole
database is free or very cheap. And why wouldn't you think that if you
didn't know! And yes, this is a great thing because you can then spend
your budget on key things like development, training, consultancy,
implementation, data cleaning and so on. Critical things.
Unfortunately, although the licenses are free/cheap, the design,
development, resources needed and maintenance are not - they cost
money and carry on costing money. And so does online storage - that can
really add up. Licensing is not all you pay. And if a charity is not aware of
that, or unprepared, or thinks the CRM will do all they need without any of
the above, then what did seem a low cost option suddenly is not.

88.

The pros and cons of template options

There are now 'templated' versions of systems such as Salesforce and
Microsoft CRM which have been designed by third party resellers
especially with charities and NFPs in mind; e.g. for direct debits, gift aid,
pledge management etc. These resellers have taken the original CRM
system and created a charity/fundraising version which you can buy on
top of the CRM system itself. They range from a pretty comprehensive,
functionally rich product - especially in the membership arena - down to
the 'more-of-a-starting-point but nevertheless good for that'; and all sorts
of shades and variations between such extremes. Unsurprisingly, there
are possible benefits and potential downsides to such systems:
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Possible Benefits:
•

There should be far less need to re-invent the wheel. In effect, it
brings some of the functional benefits of a 'traditional fundraising
database' to a CRM system.

•

The company’s experience of fundraising requirements, the platform
and input from other charities who have already implemented it.

•

With other charities also using it, you should get more proactive
changes in months/years to come (i.e. a la dedicated Fundraising
packages). Although this does depend on how/if the supplier is
providing such changes.

•

It could well be cheaper for basic requirements (but see below too on
this point).

•

It could well mean a quicker implementation.

•

It should be lower risk because you are seeing more of what you are
getting up-front.

•

The approach should prove to you whether the company are (or are
not) so fundraising-savvy.

Potential Downsides:
•

You will be more tied to their version of that CRM system than if you
developed the CRM system from scratch - but that is of course what
you are buying! (It would obviously be useful to compare different
templated versions if you can, if you have time/resources and if that is
appropriate for you). In particular, look at the way they have or have
not used the CRM's 'core' objects/entities and whether that means you
are restricted from any particular development in the future, especially
if you want to also use it for more than just fundraising/membership
management, the use of third-party apps etc.

•

You will probably still need development work on top of the template
so there will still be an additional cost if so. (And if so, is there a point
when it becomes not worth buying the template?)

•

You need to consider Intellectual Property issues far more carefully.
I.e. if you are buying a company’s template, then can you make your
own bespoke changes to that? (Unlikely but theoretically possible).
And if in later years you decide not to use that company’s services, can
you still continue to use their template?

•

On-going costs can add-up if you have to pay annual costs for the
template version plus any third-party apps you use. Remember the
way these systems are licensed - it is usually not just about paying for
the license 'one time' as per the usual model of traditional fundraising
packages.
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•

You are still reliant on the supplier’s interpretation of your needs, their
skills, business analysis skills et al – although hopefully less so than
building from vanilla. And you can see what they have done so far so
you will get a good feel as to whether you think they are good enough
or appropriate for your requirements.

•

They may have preferences for third party apps which aren’t best for
you? And if these are more tightly built into their version, then it may
(?) be harder to get others?

All that said, if you find a decent template for one of your possible CRM
platforms, then I would certainly suggest you at least consider it during
your procurement process.

89.

Don't under-estimate the time and effort to create "fundraising
functionality" if you buy a vanilla CRM

It is so tempting when buying a CRM system to think that you, in house or
with a business partner can quickly and cost-effectively develop the
fundraising functionality you need on the CRM platform. Sadly, that will
rarely be the case.
Imagine all the specific fundraising functionality which the traditional
fundraising package suppliers have built over the years, and similar
functionality which the CRM 'template providers' are starting to offer now,
and then consider how long and how much money it would take to even
match some of that functionality. It ain't easy and it ain’t quick!
There are of course some third-party apps which will help (e.g. event
management, email marketing systems, some payment gateways) but
unless you have the very simplest of fundraising needs then it will still
take you or a third-party significant time and effort to create the
functionality you need. This doesn't mean you shouldn't do that if you
decide it is the right approach for you, but you should not under-estimate
the time, effort and therefore the cost that it will take.

90.

Third-party app markets can be wonderful

One of the really great things about several of the CRM systems is that a
large third-party market of add-on applications has been created by many
companies and business partners (especially for Salesforce and Microsoft
Dynamics). And there are thus some excellent options out there.
Don't like the email marketing system you start with? Or maybe the PAF
software? No problem, look at using another and it is quite likely that they
will already have an integration with your CRM system. Want to integrate
with an online payment system, online shop or event management
website? Again, there may well be one or even several apps which can do
that with your chosen CRM.
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Additionally, there are many free and low-cost apps which just add
simple, admin functionality, efficiency tools, or tweak the software just a
little bit, but all of which have already been created by someone else for
you to potentially take advantage of. It's a great benefit of these systems.

91.

Remember the alternatives to Salesforce and Dynamics for
charities

Salesforce and Microsoft CRM Dynamics are both great solutions but when
considering CRM systems, it is easy to think that they are the only "CRM
systems" available to UK charities, which of course is not the case: there
are dozens of similar(ish) systems on the market. That said, there are
some which are either more oriented towards the NFP sector or where a
supplier has specifically created modules for charities, or where one or
more business partners have taken the sector seriously enough to have
made an impact with what they can provide, and it is those systems which
I thought it would be useful to list here for your consideration:
•

CiviCRM: CiviCRM has been designed specifically for the NFP market
with appropriate functionality and a great ethos, and is almost
certainly the NFP sector's leading open source CRM system, offering
collaboration and joint development. And because it is not oriented at
just one "type" of solution for charities (i.e. not just service delivery,
not just case management, not just fundraising, volunteer
management etc) it has a degree of flexibility similar to that which the
CRM solutions also offer, if maybe not quite so in-depth. It has a great
ethos for charities and an ever-growing and broadening community
using it and supporting other users. And by its very nature it tends to
attract users and developers who believe in not just the software but
the whole open source approach. But the fact it is not driven by a
commercial organisation means that when statutory or regulatory
requirements change, then a user and/or the community needs to get
the software updated to manage that.

•

Workbooks.com: Workbooks has gained several UK clients in the
membership sector and are offering their solution to charities too. It is
a web-based (SAAS) solution designed for small and mid-size
businesses so in terms of solution size their NFP offering should fit
many charities. Unlike Salesforce/Dynamics, they (primarily) sell direct
to end-user organisations.

•

SugarCRM: Sugar has an open-source and a paid-for commercial
offering and has had some adoption with charities and the public
sector, partly due to its cost structure but partly because it is a decent
system with an especially good interface. It can be hosted or run onpremise and is sold and implemented through a partner network. It
has perhaps not made inroads into the sector quite as much as the
other systems.

•

NetSuite: A large CRM vendor in the US, they have created
NetSuite.org which is the corporate citizenship arm of NetSuite. They
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offer product donations, pro bono programs and social solutions to
charities and NFPs. Not yet as well adopted in the UK compared to
North America.
•

Siebel and Oracle: For the largest charities…

•

And a few others which I know some charities have used:
o Zoho: Free and paid-for versions of their CRM and other online
apps.
o Sage CRM (what was ACT! years ago) has a Windows and a
SAAS solution.
o Highrise CRM: SAAS software from the people who brought you
Basecamp.

As I said above, there are of course many other CRM solutions including a
number which appear on Gartner's Magic Quadrant which do well in the
commercial sector but which (to my knowledge) don't have any charity
implementations. It will be interesting to see if any such systems start to
also move into the sector and if any of those in the above list can
challenge Salesforce and Microsoft CRM with leading sector offerings.
[NB: I am writing this book at the start of 2015 so it is of course very
possible that other systems will appear on the market in the years to
come. Just bear that in mind if you are reading this some time in the
future…]

92.

Get independent, platform-specific technical advice

If you are running your procurement in-house (i.e. without a procurement
consultant) then you may still want to consider getting some independent
platform-specific technical advice as you progress through the process.
This is especially true when one is considering CRM systems (although it
can still be useful with the traditional fundraising databases as well).
This is because there is so much more to the technical options, challenges
and scope of the likes of Salesforce, Dynamics, SugarCRM et al and you
would do well not to simply take the advice you get from whichever
Salesforce/Dynamics reseller you are engaging with. You are far more
likely to get to understand the real pros and cons of such systems if you
find an independent technical consultant who knows such platforms well,
knows what they can and can't do, what their benefits and weaknesses
are, architectural approaches to consider and so on.
So if, say, you initially decide to look at, or you are already down to the
last two (or even three) platforms on your short-list, I would consider
engaging such a specialist for a day on each platform and learn as much
as you can from them. They don't have to have NFP experience (although
of course that can help), it is more about the platform than the business
angle.
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93.

Remember you (probably) won't have to be tied-in to a specific
business partner in the future

CRM systems provide one specific benefit over proprietary software, which
is that you have the flexibility of using any one of many resellers/business
partners. You might even implement with one company but then (if you
fall out with them, if they go bust etc) take support from another
company a few years later. This is quite an advantage.
The key caveat to this is whether your initial business partner has any
intellectual property (IP) on the build they do for you. If they do then it is
unlikely you will be able to access any such code if you did stop paying
maintenance with them. Some such suppliers are developing smart
options where you can build "on-top of" their solution but you probably
still won't get full access to their code. That said, suppliers themselves are
becoming more aware of this concern and I expect some will adapt their
offerings accordingly. Whether this matters to you depends on what
areas/functionality such IP covers.

94.

Choose your business partner carefully

Selecting the business partner (aka reseller) who you choose to work with
on your CRM implementation is the most critical thing you will do. There
are many companies out there who do develop all the CRM systems you
will see and you need to take time and care to select the right supplier for
you.
So consider not just their specific CRM system experience (clearly
important), but their general CRM experience too and any associated
technology knowledge (e.g. digital, web development, data skills); look
for NFP experience and fundraising knowledge - if they don't have that
then it may not be a complete showstopper but you need to be very sure
they will be able to deliver your requirements; what about their ethos,
integration skills, data migration experience and so on and so on.
This is of course true for fundraising package suppliers as well but they
should by definition at least have some such experience, and there is a
much wider circle of CRM suppliers so you need to select well.

95.

Do your staff have the right knowledge and experience to
implement a CRM system?

Implementing a CRM system will almost certainly involve more of your
staff's time and input than it would to implement a fundraising package,
especially if you are implementing a CRM system from vanilla and still to a
fair degree even if you are implementing a templated offering. This is
because with most fundraising packages, by definition most of your
fundamental functional requirements will have been thought of, even if
you/the supplier is adapting it; whereas with CRM systems you will have
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so much more flexibility that it won't be just a matter of taking the CRM
system and running with it - you will need to spend far more time
considering what you want, how to do it, the design, creating a
specification, form layouts, the approach and of course you will need to
test all that extremely thoroughly and carefully.
So consider: do your staff have the right knowledge and experience? The
right patience? Vision? Can they express their needs clearly? Do they even
really know their needs at the right level?! And do you have someone who
can lead all this work?

96.

Be Wary of Aggressive Timescales Some Suppliers Might
Suggest

Some CRM suppliers are known to suggest implementation timescales
which I personally think are just not feasible. This might be because they
genuinely believe they can meet such timescales (but there are more
factors than that - c.f. below), but equally be wary of any company who
does so and then when you dig deeper you find that it isn't quite the
whole picture. Especially be cautious if you have one company who says
they can do all the work in a much shorter time than one or two others what is it that makes them so much quicker?
There are so many factors which can mean a timescale is not as quick as
someone might have you believe: You might need to do some initial
business analysis and you will almost certainly need a 'discovery phase' of
some sort; it is not just about the development time for the supplier, but
the time you need to test their work and for them to re-do any changes;
your staff will have their own Business As Usual to contend with; and
there is UAT, data migration (definitely something that can take time),
integration and so on.
I would love to believe that the availability of the newer CRM systems can
mean we can speed up our CRM implementations, but I urge you not to
simply take at face value any overly ambitious project timescale.

97.

It can be difficult comparing like-with-like at CRM Software
Demos

If you have multiple suppliers of the same platform pitching their software
to you, and if for example, one or more of them might be offering to build
on a vanilla version and one has a templated version, then it can be much
harder to compare apples with apples than it is with a traditional
fundraising database.
The first thing to realise with such CRM systems is that it is unlikely that
any such supplier will be able to show you everything you want a
fundraising system to do because they aren’t of course a fundraising
database package (although some fundraising template options are
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getting more and more functionally rich). So one of the key things you
need to find out during the procurement is how much you trust a
company, how they can show you evidence of what they can do and what
they could do, so that even if you do consider a company building on
vanilla then you still give them - and yourselves - a fair chance that they
could be the right option for you.
I would therefore suggest that you ask companies to demonstrate
functionality which you could reasonably expect any company to be able
to configure on their system in a comparatively short amount of time,
regardless of whether they are building on a vanilla version or using a
template. For example, they should be able to show you their approach to
donation management at some level, they should be able to show you
event management, managing communication records, probably a form of
major giving fundraising (seeing as that has many similarities to classic
sales processes) and so on.
So there is plenty you can ask anyone to show you. Just bear in mind that
what you see might not be the final or the best solution which they can
come up with but it should show you their thinking, their understanding of
your requirements, their approach etc.
Of course, to do this you need to tell the companies some time head of
the demo what you want to see so that they can spend time configuring
their system for the presentation.
There are also your business critical functional requirements – can all the
companies demonstrate those on their system? Maybe it is fair to ask
them to show you their proposed solution even if they aren’t using a
template. They should understand the importance of that to you. If they
can't then what can you both do instead to be sure they can develop them
for you if they were selected? Or is that too big a risk for you?
Even if you are looking at templated solutions, then you also need to be
careful when comparing them to vanilla options because even though their
offering should look like it is more complete, is it definitely the best way to
configure the software for such functionality? For your needs? Or if you
don’t like it, could/should you still consider it because it is at least
definitely available now rather than just something which another
company says they can develop.

98.

Check who owns the Intellectual Property of any development
work done for you

If you select a CRM system and if you select a third-party reseller to
implement it with you, then it is highly likely that they will do at least
some (and maybe a lot of) development work on your solution. If so, then
check who owns the Intellectual Property (IP) of such work. Ideally of
course it should be you - especially if you are paying for it!
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99.

CRM systems can mean higher risk during implementation than
fundraising packages

In terms of the implementation of a CRM system for fundraising and
membership requirements, unless you have found a supplier with a
templated version which does almost all you need, then it may well be
that your Risk Factors will be higher with a CRM system.
Take some of the more critical aspects of a fundraising database
implementation:
direct
debits,
marketing
selection
processes,
finance/donation structure, gift aid and so on. These are the areas which
fundraising packages already have ticked and, as importantly, will have
been implemented many times in many different environments. Even the
better CRM systems still have limited exposure to such areas and their
providers are still learning. This does increase risk.
Equally, the fact you have less specific fundraising functionality already
available means you will have less of a structure to the system and the
implementation, you will need to consider your business processes very
carefully and not necessarily in "proven ways" which a package can offer
and of course you need to consider all the functionality you want (i.e. it
isn't simply "there", whereas it is with fundraising packages).
Plus, it is still the case at the moment that even the better CRM suppliers
will not have done so many fundraising implementations and it is less
likely that your staff will know the new system from other places they
have worked.
Now - none of these are reasons not to implement a CRM system! And
indeed, many CRM suppliers may point to some of the above risks as
possible benefits! (e.g. flexibility, business process re-design etc). But do
be aware that they may offer some risks - consider that and if so and if
you do want to select such a system then just put appropriate risk
management in place. Don't under-estimate it.

100.

Remember the power of so many platform customers

Microsoft have tens of thousands of Dynamics CRM customers, Salesforce
have over 100,000, and even if they are mostly commercial customers
they are still using the same platform as you. And even the largest NFP
supplier can’t compete with those numbers. So the core functionality
which they get you will get too, and as importantly, as platform
enhancements are released, you will get them as well. Both companies
are continuing to buy other companies and build their functionality into
their system. And their user numbers also mean a very large user
community – online and for user group meetings.
You shouldn’t buy a CRM system just because of the above reasons but if
you do buy one then these will be great benefits for you.
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CRM systems may not have the same marketing/
segmentation functionality as fundraising databases – but you
can still achieve your requirements

101.

One thing which the better fundraising database packages have are good
tools to let you do quite powerful segmentation and marketing for your
appeals, mailshots and campaigns. Interestingly, this is one area which
has been lacking in some of the CRM systems although there are now
moves by the major players to buy/integrate other companies’ solutions
which they can now incorporate into theirs (e.g. Salesforce with Exact
Target, Microsoft with MDM), and some of the fundraising template
solutions are also offering segmentation tools.
But even if you look at a system which you don’t think has the necessary
functionality for your marketing needs, this doesn’t mean you need to
necessarily drop it. Instead, you could look at using third-party data
analysis software such as FastStats, Intuitive Dashboards, Eloqua,
Microsoft Power BI and more. Depending on your needs, it could well be
that you could do all your segmentation etc in such systems. And for
some solutions, they will already have apps which integrate with the
larger CRM systems and even if they don’t you can still create ways to
extract and re-import data for your needs (not as nice or as simple an
approach but nevertheless still viable).

Is your charity ready to really exploit the benefits of such
great extensibility?

102.

So often during procurements and marketing pitches, the undoubted
benefits of CRM systems are laid out by suppliers for charities. This is
understandable and correct - why shouldn't charities know what they
could be achieving and the benefits of such platforms.
However, I sometimes wonder if most, or even some charities are really
ready to take full advantage of such technology. I don’t mean from a
fundamental or standard operational point, clearly those systems have
every chance of giving charities what they want for the start of any such
project. But how many organisations have the people, the time, the
resources, the clarity, the strategy, maybe even the budget to really take
it a step further after the initial implementation?
This is not because I don't think that charities don't want to, I'm sure they
do, and not because they don't have the vision or understanding. Again, I
am sure some charities do and I hope such organisations are getting the
tremendous benefits which such systems can bring. But I wonder if that
is still done by just a minority of charities.
If you consider all those factors listed above then the one over-riding
thing which I think has the most impact on this is: People. People are the
problem and the answer. Because, it is the people which make the
difference in taking full advantage of CRM platforms.
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Consider skill-sets. Clearly charities have had people supporting their
fundraising and similar databases for years but the traditional fundraising
packages have needed different skill-sets to those which the CRM systems
need in order to exploit them to the max. For example, whereas the
fundraising packages were in many ways more limited, the CRM systems
are almost unlimited in their potential. But to achieve that potential you
need someone with Business Analysis skills to be able to find out from the
fundraisers not just what they want but to interpret those wishes so that
they could be implemented in a CRM system. This is not often something I
find in mid-size charities and only sometimes in larger NFPs.
Then you need developers. Sometimes this will be comparatively
fundamental 'admin' type staff who will only need to simply configure a
CRM system but for the more powerful and far-reaching benefits you may
need specialist developers who can code the systems and get so much
more from them. And this will mean new skills, new programming
languages and a new understanding of how to get the most from those
advances.
All that takes management, planning, different team structures and a
different sort of approach to the fundraising packages.
So if you do want and can employ such people, then that means the other
factors which will be needed will follow-on: time, budget, strategic vision.
If you don't have the right people then there's no need for those other
things.
There's also one more difference which charities need to adopt, and that's
a new mindset. Many database managers of the traditional fundraising
systems will sadly have become used to being limited to only being able
to work within the constraints of those systems, finding workarounds or
paying a lot of money to their supplier and even then waiting to get extra
work developed for them - or even having to say No to users when they
are asked to provide requested functionality.
So to find yourself in a position where you could now theoretically say Yes
to so many of the things requested by your users is of course exciting, but
it also means knowing how to progress such requests. How should you
configure or develop the systems? How should you ensure you are
definitely doing what is best? (Don't just do what is asked for immediately
- question to make sure it is definitely what is really wanted and what will
achieve the best results. e.g. Don't just add another tick-box field…). Do
too much too quickly and you may introduce confusion or not do things
properly; too slowly and it won't have the possible impact it could have.
Do it without planning and you could find yourself having to unravel things
and start again. Do it without understanding of database development and
you could end up with a worse system, more unmanageable than that
which you started with.
Don't let any of this stop you from buying and implementing the CRM
systems and then developing them. Just make sure you have got the right
building blocks in place first. The right people.
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